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This double album consists mainly of art songs (Lieder) composed during the 
past decade. At a certain moment, the most deeply-felt thoughts start to 
stream towards the end of one’s life. And this particular phase of existence, 
it seems, is infused with the highest degree of spirituality and emotion.   
Especially in the personal dimension (Saga-Portrait, Medea, I Sing Like a Bird, 
We Shall Lie Naked, and the songs of the cycle Lead Life); but also in that 
of an entire nation: one that is disillusioned (At the End of the Ways) or in 
the process of disintegration (Mein Volk).  Or consider the dimension of two 
nations, sentenced to co-exist on the same piece of earth and yet live in 
hope (the collage of the Fifth Symphony).  But on the other hand – thoughts 
on the possibility of ongoing life begin to emerge – whether in Victoria and the 
Men (the newborn child will bring a resurgence of life that seemed doomed to 
end) or in Ancient Love, in which we are reminded of the power of love from 
time immemorial.  The Fibonacci Dance even presents a moment of carnival-like 
celebration.

The works included in this double album were composed during the past 
ten years, together with a number of symphonies and operas.  They are not 
arranged in the chronological order of their creation but instead, according to 
the atmosphere and cultural environment in which listeners find themselves.  
These works, and the explanatory booklets accompanying them, pay tribute to 
my unconditional, enduring love of many years: poetics and drama.

Tsippi Fleischer          
March 2009
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was born in Haifa, Israel, in 1946.  As a three-year-old 
she was already improvising at the piano.  She grew up 
in a Jewish-Arab environment.  In time she studied piano 
and theory formally at the Rubin Conservatory of Music, 
Haifa, and matriculated from Haifa’s Reali School in the 
oriental stream.  Her academic degrees include: BMus in 
theory, composition and conducting – the Rubin Academy 
of Music, Jerusalem; BA in Hebrew Language, Arabic 
Language, Literature and History of the Middle East – Tel 
Aviv University; Music Teacher’s Diploma – the Levinsky 
College of Education, Tel Aviv; MA in Music Education – 
New York University; MA in Semitic Linguistics – Tel Aviv 
University; PhD in Musicology – Bar Ilan University, Israel.  
Her doctoral thesis focused on historical research into 
the origins of Cherubini’s Médée and on an in-depth 
analysis, using a combination of Heinrich Schenker’s and 
Jan LaRue’s analytical methods.

Amongst the many prizes awarded to Fleischer in Israel 
and abroad are: the ACUM Prize (Israel Composers and 
Publishers) for her life’s work; the Prime Minister’s Prize on 
the occasion of Israel’s 50th anniversary; the Unesco-Paris 
(Rostrum) Prize for Composition for The Gown of Night and 
In the Mountains of Armenia; Israel’s Public Council for 
Culture and Art Prize for her Oratorio 1492-1992; Foremost 
Career-Woman of Israel for 1993 in the Field of Music 
awarded by Globes; the ACUM Prize for Like Two Branches; 

Tsippi Fleischer
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awards and prizes of the governments of Finland and the 
United States, and of the Brahms Gesellschaft (Germany) 
and the Canadian Electro-Acoustic Community.   

Fleischer’s style has diversified greatly during her creative 
life; her many achievements are characterized by the 
dynamics of change.  The first beginnings in the 70s are 
typified by a search for a compositional style in which 
to incorporate her oriental studies. The 80s brought the 
formation and crystallization of this style, marked by a 
finely-honed sonority and images of the Israeli landscape.  
At the end of the 80s her work reached new heights with 
settings to music of literary Arabic texts.  The outstanding 
work of this period is the cantata Like Two Branches with 
a text by the 6th century Bedouin poetess Al-Khansa.  A 
spurt of creativity in the 90s found expression in daring 
musical textures inspired by ancient, far-distant Semitic 
sources. The listener is impressed by the tonal landscapes 
and ancient Semitic languages – by the human, feminine 
imagination and drama, together forming a moving panorama.
It is this local view of the Semitic Mediterranean East in the
language of the avant-garde and the personal, original and 
feminine stamp characterizing Fleischer’s works that have 
gained her significant international acclaim.

The disc Girl Butterfly Girl – A World Journey (2005) with 
its great variety of performances of this song-cycle to 
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words by Lebanese and Syrian poets – reflects most 
faithfully the recent breakthrough of Fleischer’s Credo (the 
interconnection between East and West) to unfamiliar regions.

Since the middle of the 90s Fleischer has been devoting 
her energy to the clarification of philosophical and 
spiritual ideas with compositions of large dimensions: 
operas, symphonies.  At the same time she has created 
dramatic works for smaller ensembles that have been 
collected in this double album.

In the operatic genre, the Chamber Opera Medea (world 
premiere, Israel, 1997) was followed by the Grand Chamber 
Opera Cain and Abel (world premiere, Israel, 2002), and the
Chamber Opera Victoria, a section of which, Victoria and 
the Men, was presented in its world premiere in Israel 
(May 2006).  European premieres were given to Medea in 
Cologne in 2004; to Cain and Abel in Vienna in 2005.

A disc of five symphonies from October 2004 – Tsippi 
Fleischer – Symphonies I – V (Vienna Modern Masters 
Cat. No. 3056) illustrates Fleischer’s additional rhetorical 
dimension – symphonic writing.

To summarize her musical style, at least three directions 
may be distinguished:
A.  The combination of the exoticism innate in history and 
geography with the reality of present time and locality.
B.  The experiences of the maternal-feminine sub-conscious, 
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revealed in a dreamlike wave of inspiration, where realism 
and surrealism meet.
C.  A rich kaleidoscope of colors inherent in the sonorities 
of language and of acoustics.

Fleischer’s 30 years of composition reflect important 
currents in the dynamics of contemporary music, both for
the stage and the concert hall, in Israel and in the world
at large.  All her works have been recorded by international 
recording companies (Aulos Schwann Koch, Opus One, 
Vienna Modern Masters) and are broadcast on radio 
stations in Israel and abroad.  

Tsippi has been immersed for a number of years already in 
the composition of a Grand Opera Adapa in the Akkadian (Old
Babylonian) language. This all-encompassing preoccupation 
is leading her towards the integration of all her dreams 
with her past experience and innate ability.

Fleischer is also one of the most active contributors to 
the ideology of the correlation between composition 
and music education in Israel, advocating the synthesis 
between East and West. This also demonstrates her 
profound pacifist ideology.   She has trained many 
generations of young musicians who have since become 
well known in their own right.

The research into Hebrew Song as a reflection of the 
demography and history of her people is most important 
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to her, and at present she is involved in the summary of 
her research and its preparation for publication in the 
context of a number of textbooks and monographs.  The 
first, Harmonization of Songs (2 vols.) has already been 
published (2005) by the Mofet Institute and the Levinsky 
College of Education.

Amongst her outstanding programs correlating education 
with composition: the project “Composers in Search 
of their Roots” (1982-1985); Hebrew Song Forums at 
the Levinsky College of Education (1992-1996); the 
interdisciplinary kit for educators, combining the fields 
of Bible studies, art and music, following on her operatic 
scene The Judgment of Solomon, published by the Mofet 
Institute (2008); and lecture/meetings in order to 
introduce her method of harmonizing songs to the entire 
community of musicians and music educators in Israel 
(2005-2008).

At the same time Tsippi continues to travel, accompanying 
the performance of her works throughout the world.

Dr. Rivka Alkoshi
January 2009 
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I was very fortunate to meet the creative editor Heinz Klein
when he was president of the distinguished record company
AULOS-Schwann Koch and decided to produce a CD devoted
exclusively to my works: Tsippi Fleischer – Arabische 
Texturen (Art Music Settings of Arabic Poetry) (originally 
Cat. No. 3-1420-2: in its renewed release, in the Musikado-
Cologne edition, Cat. No. AUL-66063).

On arriving at his studio, in the basement of his home, I was
both apprehensive and excited.  For me he was a distant, 
celebrated figure, responsible for prestigious productions 
with the most important composers of our time.  I was there
by his invitation – and I was as yet a completely unknown 
quantity to him.

As time went by, I got to know him well and to appreciate 
his very fine qualities.

Heinz Klein is an artist when he appraises composers’ works;
he relates to them without preconceptions – always starting
out afresh, with perfect intellectual and professional 
integrity, backed by a wealth of knowledge and expertise 
(as conductor, organist) and with the rare talent of a total 
artist with excellent taste, open to all styles in the history 
of western music.  Also well-versed in world history, the 
visual arts and literature.

My connection with him, starting out in 1992, has always 
been a source of pleasure and elation, and continues 

Dedication to 
Heinz Klein
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to be so until today.  Since meeting Heinz Klein, I have 
chosen him to be responsible for the postproduction of all
the discs of my music, which at times include a particularly
difficult variety of works for editing.

When Heinz Klein is working on the recording and 
postproduction of a disc, he deals quite effortlessly with 
all details – from the works’ correct order of compilation 
on the CD, and up to the finest nuances of the texture of 
Sound suitable for each work and for the CD as a whole; 
and suddenly, such creative ideas come pouring out in the 
matter of colors and general design of the front cover, 
and even as regards the finest details of the graphics.

This is an idyllic situation: someone at peace with what 
he does, fully concentrated, devoting all of himself to his 
work.  Inspired.  No telephones!  Don’t even mention the 
abominable artifact – the cellular phone!  Recently he has 
moved with his family to a farm in Holland, on the German 
border, where he communicates more and more with 
nature around him.

Heinz Klein was born in 1930 in the town of Dülken, Germany.
He studied church music and education at the universities 
of Aachen and Cologne, after which he served as organist 
and choir/orchestra conductor.  Later he furthered his 
studies at Düsseldorf’s Robert Schumann Conservatory 
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and at Bonn University in the fields of phonetics and 
communication sciences.

During the years 1960-1988 he held a senior position 
as sound engineer for Radio Köln (WDR), focusing on 
innovative projects in the studio for acoustic art.  He 
was greatly admired for his work – the attainment of the 
“Radio Italy Prize” awarded to Maurizio Kagel for his radio 
sketch “Die Umkehr Amerika” (The turning back of America) 
was attributed to a large extent to Klein’s contribution 
(“Prix Italia Premio” of RAI – Radiotelevisione Italiana, 
Venice 25.9.1977).  He won a great deal of praise: “He is 
the technical father of the great art of acoustics”, wrote 
the Australian composer Doris Hays in the magazine “Funk 
Korrespondenz” (Cologne, bulletin 28, 15.7.1988).

In special dedications to him: “You, with your sense of 
fantasy, are the one who achieves progress, always 
investigating the realms of the new, the beautiful, and 
the surprising, in the subject of Sound” (Heinz von 
Cramer, after the end of the production of “Alice in der 
Wunderland”, Cologne, 27.10.1975); “Working with you 
was a wonderful experience; you are not only a sound 
engineer but you are first of all an artist”, Vinko Globokar, 
after the radio production of “Individuum Collectivum” 
Paris, 20.2.1983).
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The more he devoted himself to AULOS, the record company
he established to suit his ideals of excellence, the more 
good taste and wide-ranging ability he displayed, and the 
spectrum of productions with which he dealt moved on 
from music of the Renaissance to contemporary music.

During our close friendship – of 15 years’ standing – Heinz 
Klein has ever identified with my works included in this 
double album.  It was he who suggested that I write a 
new composition for the Tölz Boys’ Choir.
I dedicate this double album to Heinz Klein with love.

Tsippi Fleischer
February 2009 
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Phonetic Transcription of Hebrew
sh = sh in English ‘shoe’
kh = ch in German ‘Buch’
ts = z in ‘Mozart’ and in Italian ‘pizzicato’
z = z in English ‘zoo’
’ = glottal stop
‘ = voiced pharyngeal consonant

Phonetic Transcription of Arabic
(in addition to the Hebrew above)

h = voiceless pharyngeal h
k = uvular/back k
d = emphatic* d
s = emphatic* s
t = emphatic* t
z = j in French ‘je t’aime’ (I love you)
gh = r in French ‘mère’

* Emphatic consonants are pronounced with retraction of 
the back part of the tongue

 

 

 .

 .

  .

 .

 .
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For Russian
c = ch as in ‘chair’ in English
z = j in French ‘je t’aime’ (I love you)
l  = the kind of heavy ‘l’ in Slavic languages

Comment:
Doubling of consonants is indicated  bb
Length of vowels is indicated  -a  
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We start out from the general/

universal (Fibonacci Dance), 

move on to the Israeli (Saga-

Portrait) and from there to the 

Israeli-Jewish (Fifth Symphony); 

after which we descend for 

a moment into the depths of 

Jewish turmoil (At the End 

of the Ways, Mein Volk). In 

the bonus corner of this CD 

there is an unusual document, 

presenting a few moments of a 

rehearsal of the opera Medea 

in Cologne.

Disc I

	 1	 Fibonacci Dance                    p. 18

	 	 Saga-Portrait 21

	2	 	 My Childhood Slipped Away

   The Portrait

 3   First Variation 25 

 4   Second Variation 25

 5   Third Variation 26 

 6   Fourth Variation 26 

 7   Coda 26

 8 Symphony No. 5 28

  (Israeli-Jewish Collage)

 9 At the End of the Ways 36

 10 Mein Volk (My People) 56

 11 Bonus – Medea 62
  (Rehearsals in Cologne)
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1

	

June 26-29, 2005

Auditorium of the Israel Conservatory of Music (Stricker), Tel Aviv

Sound engineer: Yaakov Aviram

Onstage premiere: in the above auditorium in the framework of the concert series 

presented by the Tel Aviv Soloists Ensemble, May 21, 2006.

Ensemble: 2 flutes, Oboe, Clarinet in B , Bassoon, Trumpet in C, Tuba

               Violin 1, Violin 2, Violin 3, Viola 1, Viola 2, Cello, Double bass

               Percussion 1: Glockenspiel, Wood Block, Triangle, Slap Stick, Castanets

               Percussion 2: Congas, Tambourine 

FIBONACCI DANCE  opus 59  © 2005  4:15

For 16 Players
Tel Aviv Soloists Ensemble
Conductor: Barak Tal
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This short, vital, one-movement instrumental work opens the entire double 
album.  To my mind it may be considered a guest since, contrary to the rest of 
the works in this double album, it has no text and is thus an unusual opening 
to a CD made up exclusively of music set to texts.

The magic of the mathematical Fibonacci Formula (1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21) appearing 
in so many wonders of nature was the inspiration for this work.
First of all, the rhythmic basis was influenced by this formula.  It is a carnival-
like work, lively and increasingly intense.  The sections become more and 
more fiery, variety growing both in combinations of instrumental color and 
in changes of texture.  Each section is a sort of question, answered in turn 
by the following section, and the virtuosity required from the instrumental 
ensemble becomes more and more demanding.

Further details follow:

The five formal sections flow into one another rapidly.  The rhythmic basis in 
the congas accompanies the ensemble from the very beginning and throughout 
the work.  At the start of the first section, the wind instruments make a strong 
entry, whereas in section two the strings are more in evidence with the winds 
joining in later; in the third section, percussion stars in its own right.  In section 
four the orchestral accelerando increases, and in the fifth – a complete surprise 
– a waltz appears with the entries of individual instruments, exploiting their 
ranges to the maximum.  Technically this is the climax of the ensemble’s brilliant 
playing, and it ends with the one-time appearance of the subject played by 
the entire ensemble in a choral texture appropriate to the world of pitch of the 
whole work.  The dynamics increase from section to section.
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{}

What of the tonal language?  A row of tones creates a type of line which 
returns repeatedly, developing into a quasi-melody which also returns over and 
over again, and in no more than four transpositions:

The rhythmic language, flowing directly from the Fibonacci Formula, proceeds 
in measures of eighth-notes appropriate to the formula (until 21 as above), 
with two more strokes of the congas being added to each subsequent 
measure.  Here are the first measures of the score:

The work was commissioned by the Tel Aviv Soloists Ensemble, conductor Barak 
Tal, for the premiere recording production (June 2005) and for the onstage 
premiere (May 2006).
It was composed in Vienna, April 2005, while the composer was resident in that 
city during the production of the European premiere of her opera Cain and Abel 
by Musikwerkstatt-Wien.

An end to the Fibonacci Festivities – and back to life…
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Dan Pagis

SAGA-PORTRAIT  opus 53  © 2002  23:16

For a Woman’s Voice and Magnetic Tape –
in six sections
Words: Dan Pagis (in Hebrew)
Etty Ben-Zaken, mezzo-soprano

	

Recording: September-December 2002, Auditorium of the Levinsky College of Education

Sound engineer: Yaacov Aviram

Premiere onstage performances: Israel (Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Haifa, Metulla) 21.5.2003-

28.6.2003.

2-7
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* From: ‘Dan Pagis: 
Collected Poems’, 
translated by Gila 
Abrahamson. Hakibbutz 
Hameukhad/Bialik 
Institute, 1991

** From: ‘Variable 
Directions’, translated 
by Stephen Mitchell.  
North Point Press, San 
Francisco, 1989
																																				

My Childhood Slipped Away
My childhood slipped away and with its loss
Has stripped me of my myths and left just me behind.
The story of my life is nothing but a fabrication.
In vain will I still seek to find its image
In vain will sail to Tarsus and Ophir.
The purest gold of my beliefs has been enfolded
In my leaden weight of knowledge, turned to ashes.
 Dan Pagis
 Translation: Gila Abrahamson*

The Portrait
The little boy
keeps fidgeting
It’s hard for me to catch the line of his profile.
I draw one line
and his wrinkles multiply,
dip my brush
and his lips curl, his hair whitens,
his skin turned blue, peels from his bones.  He’s gone.
The old man is gone.  And I,
whither shall I go?
 Dan Pagis
 Translation: Stephen Mitchell**
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ָחְמָקה לָּה יַלְדּוִתי

ְחְָמָקה לָּה יַלְדּוִתי ּובְמּוָתּה
נְָטלָה ַאּגָדֹוַתי וְַרק אֹוִתי הֹוִתיָרה.

ָהפְַך ִסּפּור ַחּיַי לִי לִבְדּוָתה.
לַָּשוְא ָאׁשּוב עֹוד לְַבֵּקׁש ּדְמּוָתּה
לַָּׁשוְא ַאפְלִיג ַּתְרִׁשיָׁשה וְאֹוִפיָרה.

זְַהב ֱאמּונֹוַתי ַהּזְַך עָָטה
עֹופֶֶרת ָחכְָמִתי ֶׁשֶהֱאִפיָרה.

ַהּפֹוְרְטֶרט

ַהּיֶלֶד
ֵאינֶּנּו יֹוֵׁשב ִּבְמנּוָחה,

ָקֶׁשה לִי לְִתּפֹס ֶאת ַקו לְָחיָיו.
ֲאנִי רֹוֵׁשם ַקו ֶאָחד

וְִקְמֵטי ּפָנָיו ִמְתַרִּבים,
ֲאנִי טֹובֵל ִמכְחֹול

ּוְׂשפָָתיו ִמְתעְַּקמֹות, ְׂשעָרֹו ַמלְִּבין,
עֹורֹו ַהַּמכְִחיל ִמְתַקּלֵף ֵמעַל עַצְמֹוָתיו. ֵאינֶּנּו.

ַהּזֵָקן ֵאינֶּנּו וֲַאנִי
ָאנָה ֲאנִי ָּבא.

דן פגיס  

Phonetics

HAMKA LAH YALDUTI

khamka la yalduti ’uvemutah
natla ’agadotay verak ’oti hotira.
hafakh sipur khayay li livduta.
lashav ’ashuv ‘od levakesh dmuta
lashav ’aflig tarshisha ve’ofira.
zehav ’emunotay hazakh ‘ata
‘oferet khokhmati shehe’efira.

 

HAPORTRET   

hayeled
’eynenu yoshev bimnukha.
kashe li litpos ’et kav lekhayav.
’ani roshem kav ’ekhad
vekimtey panav mitrabim
’ani tovel mikkhol
’usfatav mit‘akmot, se‘aro malbin,
‘oro hamakkhil mitkalef me‘al ‘atsmotav. ’Eynenu.
hazaken ’eynenu va’ani
’ana ’ani ba.
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Dan Pagis  was born in Radauti, Bukovina, in 1930. When 
he was four years old his father immigrated to Eretz Yisrael 
on his own; his mother died during the same year.  Pagis 
spent the years 1941-1944 in a concentration camp.  In 
1946 he arrived in this country and was reunited with his 
father.  He was educated in a youth group in Kibbutz 
Merhavia and later moved to Kibbutz Gat where he taught 
school.  His first poems were published in 1949.  In 1956 
he began to study at the Hebrew University, Jerusalem.  
From 1962 he lectured at the Hebrew University and from 
1972 served as professor of Hebrew Literature.  He made 
his name as an acclaimed researcher into Medieval and 
Renaissance Hebrew poetry.  He died in Jerusalem in 1986. 

Tsippi Fleischer:
“His poetry is marked by intensity of expression, reduction 
and focus, elements characteristic of the Hebrew poetry in 
which he was immersed.”

In this work there is an ever-increasing, total identification
with the message of one short text: ‘The Portrait’.  The 
composer constructs four variations on the same textual 
idea, in a somber atmosphere in which the process of 
extinction is portrayed in sound: the work opens with a quiet
chorale/waltz to the text “khamka la yalduti” (My childhood 
slipped away) and ends with a harsh-sounding fugue. 
Three recorded lines of her own voice in a spectrum of
colors accompany Etty Ben-Zaken, serving as counterpoint, 
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obbligato and touches of pointillism to the line she 
performs onstage. A few more details, in order to 
approach the drama engaging the listener.
Four variations, the work’s core, become longer and longer 
as more and more fragments of Dan Pagis’ text – ‘The 
Portrait’ – are added.  The same words, repeated over and 
over, constantly acquire different tone colors due to the 
singer’s varied techniques of voice production.
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 2   My Childhood Slipped Away (khamka la yalduti)  1:11

                    The choral-waltz slips away quickly, as the words would
                    suggest. It serves as a prelude to the coming sections. It
                    tells of the passing of life more poetically than ‘The Portrait’.

       The Portrait
 3   First Variation - “The little boy keeps fidgeting…" (hayeled ’eynenu   
     yoshev bimnukha…)   1:44

                    In the center is the figure of the boy, the singer using a   
                    childlike tone of voice intentionally while all the other
                    acoustic effects reflect the adult watching him.

 4   Second Variation - “The little boy keeps fidgeting…" (hayeled ’eynenu   
     yoshev bimnukha…)   3:52

                    A sort of distorted unison line accompanies the main vocal
                    line at the center of the acoustic happening.
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 5   Third Variation - “The little boy keeps fidgeting…" (hayeled ’eynenu   
     yoshev bimnukha…)   6:22

       Throughout the variation the interval of a fourth joins the 
       main vocal line; fragments of text interrupt the brilliance  
       of parallel fourths.

 6   Fourth Variation - “The little boy keeps fidgeting…" (hayeled ’eynenu   
     yoshev bimnukha…)   7:12

       Here the existential effort is greater than ever, and the
       child is assailed by difficult existential fears.  The parallel
       glissandi seem to portray the shedding of skin. The ‘action’
       in which the text deals is over.

 7   Coda – “The old man is gone. And I, whither shall I go?" (hazaken
    ’eynenu va’ani ’ana ’ani ba)  2:55

       The last line of text of the poem ‘The Portrait’ is set for the
       coda as a fugue of harsh ‘rattling’ sounds. As compared
       with the variations, the feeling now is static, and the
       spokesman who earlier described his own extinction will
       be returning to himself. 

The work was composed especially for Etty Ben-Zaken for 
an evening devoted to music set to words by the poet Dan 
Pagis.  It was given its world premiere on that occasion, as 
were the works of participating composers, Eitan Steinberg 
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Once again, times are hard …but in the following 
work the existential difficulty is the survival of all 

those who live on Israeli soil.

and Rajmil Fischman (May-June 2003).  In 2006 Etty Ben-
Zaken performed sections of the work’s six movements in 
Jerusalem and Tel Aviv in a number of Israeli musical events.

Tsippi Fleischer: “Etty Ben-Zaken’s rare qualities provided 
me with the inspiration and the joyful experience.  She 
does simply everything here, which means that one relates 
to her as a resource per se.”

Below are three measures from the second variation (Saga-
Portrait) of the manuscript of the score.
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8

SYMPHONY NO. 5
(ISRAELI-JEWISH COLLAGE)
opus 54  © 2002-2004  17:23

For Symphony Orchestra and Magnetic Tape
World premiere: The Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra (IBA)
Conductor: Rebecca Miller

	

The magnetic tape is based on versions of the ‘Kol Nidrei’ prayer of Jewish 

congregations, together with the voice of Shalom Hanoch, the Israeli rock singer, and 

the shofar playing of the ‘Renanot’ Institute in Jerusalem.

The recording of the live performance in the concert hall in the work’s world premiere:

Henry Crown Hall, Jerusalem Theater January 18-19, 2006.

The words of the rock singer opening the symphony:  “ken, ken, ken, ken, hamatsav 

kashe” (yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, times are hard).

The words of the text which appear in the symphony are from the ‘Kol Nidrei’ prayer (in 

Aramaic) declaimed on the Day of Atonement.
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Kol Nidrei*
Opening Words
By authority of the Court on high, 
and by authority of the Court on earth: 
with the knowledge of the All-Present,
and with the knowledge of the congregation,
we give leave to pray
with them that have transgressed.
Beginning of the prayer (in 1st person singular)
All my vows, bonds,
devotions,
(a)  promises,
(b)  obligations
(c)  penalties
(d)  and oaths:
Continuation of the prayer (in the plural)
wherewith we have vowed, 
sworn, 
devoted and bound
ourselves: 
from the last Day of Atonement
unto this Day of Atonement
and from this Day of Atonement unto
the next Day of Atonement, may it come unto us
for good.

																																							 		

* Printed in the USA by 
the Hebrew Publishing 
Company, 77-79 
Delancey St., New York
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ארמית - מקור

כעין	פתיחה

ִּביִׁשיָבה ֶׁשל ַמעְלָה
ּוִביִׁשיָבה ֶׁשל ַמָּטה

עַל ּדַעַת ַהָּמקֹום
וְעַל ּדַעַת ַהָּקָהל

ָאנּו ַמִּתיִרין לְִהְתּפַּלֵל
ִעם ָהעֲַבְריָנִים.

תחילת	התפילה	]בגוף	יחיד[

ּכָל נְִדֵרי וֱֶאָסֵרי
ּוְׁשבּועֵי

)א( וֲַחָרֵמי
)ב( וְקֹונֵָמי
)ג( ּוְקנֵָסי
)ד( וְִכּנּויֵי,

המשך	התפילה	]בגוף	רבים[

ְּדִאנְַדְרנָא, ּוְדִאְׁשַּתַּבעְנָא,
ּוְדַאֲחִרְמנָא,

ּוְדָאַסְרנָא עַל
נַפַָׁשָתנָא

ִמּיֹום )ַה(ִּכּפּוִרים ֶׁשעַָבר
עַד יֹום )ַה(ִּכּפּוִרים ַהּזֶה

ּוִמּיֹום )ַה(ִּכּפּוִרים ַהּזֶה
עַד יֹום )ַה(ִּכּפּוִרים ַהָּבא עָלֵינּו

לְטֹוָבה

Phonetics

bishiva shel ma‘la
’uvishiva shel mata

‘al da‘at hamakom
ve‘al da‘at hakahal

’anu matirin lehitpalel
‘im ha‘avaryanim

Beginning of prayer (in 1st person singular)
kol nidrey ve’esarey 
‘ushevu‘ey

(a)  vakharamey
(b)  vekonamey
(c)  ’uknasey
(d)  vekhinuyey

Continuation of prayer (in the plural)
de’indarna ’ude’ishtaba‘na
’ude’akharimna

’ude’asarna ‘al
nafshatana

miyom (ha)kipurim she‘avar
‘ad yom (ha)kipurim haze

’umiyom (ha)kipurim haze
‘ad yom (ha)kipurim haba ‘aleynu
letova
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The ‘Kol Nidrei’ prayer, a dominating element in this symphony, 

is declaimed once a year. It is the central prayer of the Day 

of Atonement, the holiest day of the Jewish religion, and 

is perhaps a Jew’s most significant prayer.  Before sunset 

he communes with his own heart in a mystical, solemn and 

exalted state of mind, referring to oaths and restraints he 

has put upon himself.  He lays before the Creator his soul-

searching as regards his own deeds and actions during 

the past year.  Accompanying the prayer is the shofar call 

with its unchanging, traditional motive. As raw material the 

composer used authentic shofar playing from which she 

constructed layered fragments, appropriate to the work’s 

dramatic mood.

From the concert program of 18-19.1.2006, in the 

composer’s words:

“In my Fifth Symphony, Israeli-Jewish Collage, the four
flowing audio-lines come at the ear from every direction
and develop expressions from the rhetorical/dramatic point
of view.  These progress from the ideal of construction,
through the battle for survival, and until the dreamed-of 
calm.  The shofar players from the ‘Renanot’ Institute 
of Jerusalem joined the dominant magnetic tape with 
versions of the Hebrew prayer ‘Kol Nidrei’ (the richness of 
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sources of oriental cantorial singing is apparent), and the 
voice of the pioneer of Israeli rock – the well-known artist 
Shalom Hanoch, who, as the work begins, says ‘ken, 
hamatsav kashe’ (yeah, times are hard).

The compositional process was sectional and complex at 
one and the same time: from the cantors, singing with 
religious fervor (their sources are from Cochin, Persia, Syria, 
Kurdistan, Morocco), through the intensification of their 
intuitive renditions by means of electronic arrangement 
and the shaping of their narrative flow into five sections 
in a single continuity, and ending in the creation of 
orchestral textures.  When the synchronization between 
orchestra and cantors began, the original score changed 
into an abstract idea where mathematical cognition results 
in its completion and facilitates its realization.  In each 
performance there will still remain a spark of creativity – 
finding the ultimate balance between the magnetic tape 
and the live performers. 

As regards the orchestration: the world of pitch explores 
and is related to the qualities of the cantorial resonances, 
while the textures are designed mainly from riffs producing 
elements of sound and from long contrapuntal lines – 
together achieving the desired atmosphere. The piano, 
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presented as a refined percussion instrument, creates 
a very special counterpoint in relation to the orchestra.  
The five sections (representing five basic moods) flow 
into one another either as an organic continuation or a 
contradiction.  Some special moments in the progression: 
the shofars which seem to cause the heavens to open, 
are immediately followed by a primordial echo, changing 
into what sounds like a heraldic proclamation; and the 
climaxes of the struggle with the clanging of bells and 
rich layers of cantorial and orchestral textures.

The beginning of the fifth section is more lyrical, 
somewhat optimistic, including an agitated prayer, 
concluding in ‘The Dance’ in which all participate; perhaps 
they are dancing barefoot on the sands of the seashore?  
With this in mind, I used concrete percussion instruments 
such as shells, stones and branches of trees.  The 
symphony ends with the sound of a single shofar.”

The work was commissioned for a world premiere 

performance onstage by the Jerusalem Symphony 

Orchestra (Broadcasting Authority).  It is dedicated to 

the memory of Noa Yefet, the esteemed educator, who 

contributed a great deal to the correlation between music 

and Judaism.
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After the sound of a single Jewish shofar, as the 
Fifth Symphony ends, and after all the extent 

of force experienced, the Jew stands before his 
Maker and initiates negotiations with Him!  Rather 
a different type of soul-searching, realized this 
time by a minimalist musical ensemble requiring 
the involvement of a special electronic medium 

for extending the expressive range inherent in an 
actor/singer’s vocal ability.

The symphony was first recorded by the Moravian 

Philharmonic conducted by Mirko Krajci (May 2004); this 

recording is included in the CD of Vienna Modern Masters 

Tsippi Fleischer – Symphonies I – V (Cat. No. 3056).

The composer finds it most gratifying that the first 

staged performance of this work took place in Jerusalem; 

her dream turned reality.
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9

AT THE END OF THE WAYS
opus 50  © 1998 13:58

Computerized Oratorio for Dramatic Baritone and Cello
Text: Uri Zvi Grinberg (in Hebrew)
Doron Tavori baritone (actor/singer)
Orna Herzog, cello

Uri Zvi Grinberg	

Recording: Spring 1999 

Sound engineer: Yuval Karin (Pedro)

The world premiere events took place at the Hebrew University, Jerusalem (Belgium House, 

Givat Ram campus) on October 18, 1999, and in the Auditorium of the Levinsky College of 

Education, Tel Aviv, on November 8, 1999, in the presence of distinguished guests such 

as then-Prime Minister Ehud Barak, the poet Haim Guri and the music critic Hanoch Ron, 

all of whom addressed the audience. The video version of this work by Tsiyona Peled 

(computerized dance) was screened at the above-mentioned event in Tel Aviv.
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Tsippi Fleischer:
“The medium of oratorio that I chose for this composition 
required the handing out of roles to various narrators whom 
I dressed in the poetry of Uri Zvi Grinberg. The text is quoted 
here together with the narrators’ presentation at the start 
of each formal musical section.”
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At The End of The Ways
(Extracts*)

[A powerful member of the People]

Master of the Universe!
I stand at the center of an all-Gentile world
And I am cold in the sun, like an unclothed body in a field of snow

We are faithful to Your religion
Until the scattering of the ashes of the burning bush

[Narrator-Observer]

But…perhaps they should know:
This, their spilt blood, has its limits and its purpose

[A powerful member of the People]

And if not... no more will we go through fire and water, O no!
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* Here is the formal 
musical arrangement of 
the poet’s text for the 
work.  Only the more 
important sentences 
are quoted: those at 
the beginning of the 
various sections as well 
as those of particular 
significance within 
each section.
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יחיד	מן	העם	בעל	כוח	רב

ִרּבֹונֹו ֶׁשל עֹולָם!
ֲאנִי עֹוֵמד ּבְֶאְמַצע עֹולָם-ּכֻּלֹו-גֹוי,

ֶׁשַּתְחָּתיו יְהּוִדים ְרֵקִבים,  
יְהּוַדי ַהַחִּמים ֶׁשל ַהַּקיִץ ַהּטֹוב..

וְַקר לִי ַבֶּׁשֶמׁש, ּכְגּוף ּבְלִי כְסּות ִּבְׂשֵדה ֶׁשלֶג.

נֱֶאָמנִים לְדְָתָך-ִמִּסינַי ַהּבֹועֶֶרת-ּבֹועֶָרת,
ִמְתּפַּלְלִים ַׁשֲחִרית וְעְַרִּבית ּוְדבִֵקים ּכַעֲנִָפים

לִָאילָן ַהּבֹועֵר,  
עֲֵדי ַמּפַל ֶאפְָרם.

כעין	קריין	)מסביר(,	מתבונן

ֵּ ְדעּו: ֶאּלָא.. אֹו ֶׁשי
וְזֶה דָָמם ַהּנְִׁשּפְָך יֵׁש לֹו חֹק וְַתכְלִית,

ּכְכָל ּדָם-ַּבר-ִׁשּלֵם,  
ֶׁשֵאינֹו כְַדם ּדָג ּובְֵהָמה וְַדם ַחּיַת ָּבר;

יחיד	מן	העם	בעל	כוח	רב

וְִאם ֹלא.. ֹלא נָבֹוא עֹוד ָּבֵאׁש ּוַבַּמיִם ֹלא-ֹלא!
ֲאנְַחנּו ַדְרּכנֵּו נִבְַחר, ּכְכָל עַם ַהּבֹוֵחר לֹו

ּדְַרּכֹו בְִׁשבְִעים ָהעִַּמים
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 Phonetics

ribono shel ‘olam
’ani ‘omed be’emtsa‘ ‘olam-kulo-goy

vekar li bashemesh, keguf bli khsut
 bisde sheleg
ne’emanim ledatkha

‘adey mapal ’efram

’ela…’o sheyed‘u:
veze damam hanishpakh, yesh lo khok vetakhlit

ve’im lo…lo navo ‘od ba’esh ’uvamayin, lo – lo!
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[The People]

We do not wish for exile, the burning wells of oil
We do not wish to enter heaven through gates of fire
Nor through river-waters in a Gentile world

We wish
To know our borders clearly and all the extent of force! 

[Narrator-Observer] 

Or declare and announce: 

[God in His ugliness]

You are Absolved-of-Mount-Sinai!

Go in the valley and roam in the fair plain
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העם

ֵאינֶּנּו רֹוִצים ּגָלֻּיֹות, ֶׁשֵהן ּבֱֶארֹות נֵפְְט ָמְדלָקֹות
ֵאינֶּנּו רֹוִצים עֹוד ָחזֹון-לִגְֻאּלָה צְֵמא-דָם-לִבְלִי-ֵקץ;

ֵאינֶּנּו רֹוִצים לְִהּכָנֵס ַהָּׁשַמיְָמה ּדֶֶרְך
ַׁשעֲֵרי ָהֵאׁש  

וְֹלא ֶדֶרְך ּגַּלֵי נְָהרֹות ַּבּגֹויִים.
ֵאינֶּנּו רֹוִצים לְִׁשּכַב-לָָרָקב ּבְכָל ְׂשדֹות ָהעֹולָם

ֶׁשּגַם ַמַּצבְֵּתנּו ּבְגֹוַרל ּגְוִּיֹוֵתינּו לְַבּסֹוף - -
ֵאינֶּנּו רֹוִצים לְִהיֹות ֵאפֶר ָׂשדֹות.

ֵאינֶּנּו רֹוִצים לְִהיֹות עַם ּכְֵמיֵמי-ֶאְמַצע-יָם.
ֲאנְַחנּו רֹוִצים

לַָדעַת ּגְבּולֵינּו ֵהיֵטב וְֶאת ּכָל ַהֶהֵּקף ֶׁשל ַהּכַֹח!
ּכְָך וְכְָך ִמּדֹות ֶאֶרץ,
ּכְָך וְכְָך ִמּדֹות ַׁשַחק,
ֹלא יֹוֵתר, ֹלא יֹוֵתר;

כעין	קריין	)מסביר(

אֹו ֶׁשַאָּתה ַמכְִריז ּומֹוִדיע:

אלהים	המכוער

ַאֶּתם ּפְטּוֵרי-ַהר-ִסינָי!
וְִאְּתכֶם ַהּצְדָָקה, וְלִי תּוגַת-ּפָנִים-

ֱהיִיֶתם נֱֶאָמנִים עַד ּכְלֹות נֶפֶׁש וְַדם-ּכָל-ּגְוִּיָה!
טֹוִבים ִמּכֶם לֵאֹלִקים, ֹלא יְִהיּו לֵאֹלִקים עֹוד!

ִמנְעּו עֵינֵיכֶם ִמּלְַדּלֵג עַל ּפְָסגֹות ּוֵמֲהֹלְך ַּבָּׁשָמיִם.

’eynenu rotsim galuyot shehen be’erot neft modlakot,

’eynenu rotsim lehikanes hashamayma derekh 
 sha‘arey ha’esh
velo derekh galey neharot bagoyim

’anakhnu rotsim
lada‘at gvuleynu heytev ve’et kol hahekef shel
 hakoakh!

’o she’ata makhriz ’umodi‘a:

’atem pturey-har-sinay!
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And see: how lovely is this tree, how sparkling this river! 

[The People: Cantor with Congregation]

Either way, Master of the Universe!
You are not accustomed to a Jew standing up and demanding.
You are accustomed to his praise. To the tribute of his songs.

[Narrator]

And if, heaven forbid…You should say: Yes,
Like the ebb and flow of the sea…purposeless, limitless
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לְכּו ַבּגַי ּוִפְׁשטּו ַבִּמיׁשֹור ַהּטֹוב.
ּוְראּו: ַמה נֶָאה ִאילָן זֶה: ַמה נֹוצֵץ נָָהר זָה!

וְעַל ּכְלֵי ֵמיְתֵריכֶם ַהנְִעימּו נִגּון ַההֹוֶה!
ַאל ְּתַצּוּו לִבְנֵיכֶם עֹוד לְִהיֹות נֹוְדֵדי גָלֻּיֹות,

לְִמדּו ֵמֻאּמֹות ָהעֹולָם ֶאת ַהּטֹוב וְָהָרע
וַעֲׂשּו כֲַאֶׁשר טֹוב לִבְַׂשְרכֶם.

העם:	חזן	עם	קהל

לְכָאן אֹו לְכָאן, ִרּבֹונֹו-ֶׁשל-עֹולָם!
ְּ הּוִדי ָקם וְתֹובֵעַ. ַאָּתה ֹלא ָרגִיל ֶׁשי

ַאָּתה ָרגִיל לְִׁשָבָחיו - לְִסלְסּול נִּגּונָיו.
ַאָּתה ָרגִיל לְִראֹותֹו ׁשֹופְֵך ִׂשיַח ּבְדַָמע, ּבְִטיף ּדָם,

ּבְלֵב ָקרּועַ ּוֻמְרָּתח, ּבְִפיק ִּבְרּכַיִם ּבְיֹום צֹום,
ֲאָבל עַכְָשיו - ֹלא יִּסֹב ַהּגַלְּגַל,

ֹלא ֶאֵּתן,
ֹלא-ֹלא!

לְכָאן אֹו לְכָאן!
ֲאנִי, לֵוִי יִצְָחק ִמַּבְרִדיְטׁשּוב, ּדֹוֵרש ְּתׁשּוַבת ָרם!

עֲנֵה, ֶאל-ָאן-זֶה-ַהּכֹל?

כעין	קריין

וְִאם ָחס וְָחלִילָה.. ַאָּתה תֹאַמר ַּבּזֶה: ּכֵן,
ִּכְׁשטֹף יָם.. ּבְלִי ַתכְלִית, לִבְלִי חֹק,

ּוכְמֹו כַּדּור ַהִּמְתּגַלְּגֵל ַּבֲאֶׁשר הּוא ִמְתּגַלְּגֵל.

lekhu bagay ’ufishtu bamishor hatov
’ur’u: ma na’e ’ilan ze, ma notsets nahar ze

lekhan ’o lekhan, ribono shel ‘olam!
’ata lo ragil sheyehudi kam vetove‘a.
’ata ragil lishvakhav.  Lesilsul nigunav.

ve’im khas vekhalila…’ata tomar baze: ken,
kishtof yam…bli takhlit, livli khok, 
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[A member of the People]

I tell You: No!
If, heaven forbid…such is Your word

[The People – in a soft, lamenting prayer]

I will rent my prayer shawl, as it were a rent in the curtain
 of the Ark!
The people will turn its back

And I shall go with the people

And I shall weep, shall weep.

    Uri Zvi Grinberg
    “At the end of the ways, Rabbi
    Levi Yitzhak of Berditchev stands and
    demands the Almighty’s answer”
    (from ‘Streets of the River’ 1951).
    Translation: Gila Abrahamson
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יחיד	מן	העם

ֲאנִי אֹוֵמר לְָך: ֹלא!
ִאם, ָחס וְָחלִילָה.. ּדְָבְרָך הּוא כָזֶה,

העם	-	בתפילה	חרישית	בוכיה

ֲאנִי ֶאְקַרע ְקִריעָה בְַטּלִית וְזֹו ְתֵהא ְקִריעָה
ַבּפָר ֹכֶת!  

ָהעָם יִפֶן עֶֹרף, יֵט ֶאל ֲאֶׁשר יֵט ִעם ְקָהלָיו;
ֵהם יֹוִתירּו ַאֲחֵריֶהם ִׁשבְֵרי ִבְטחֹונָם-ּבְָך,

נֹאד ּתּוגָָתם וְִסבְלָם,  
ַהְרּבֵה גֹולָלִים ַּבֶּמְרָחק, ַמצֵּ בֹות-ּבְֵאזֹוב

ְמחּוקֹות-ַהְּׁשכֹול,  
ּוִבְקעַת עֹולָם ְמלֵָאה גַּלֵי אֹוִתּיֹות ּכְעֵינָיִם - -

וֲַאנִי ֵאלְֵך ִעם ָהעָם,
וְֶאּפֹל עַל ּפָנַי ֶאל ַאְדַמת-עֹולָם-ּכֻּלֹו-גֹוי,

ֶׁשעָלֶיָה ָהלְכּו יְהּוִדים לֵאֹלִקים,
וְֵאבְּךְ -ֵאבְּך ְ - - ּכַָּמה ֶׁשיָכֹול לִבְּכֹות לֵב.

    אורי-צבי גרינברג בשירו

    "ּבְֵקץ ַהּדְָרכִים עֹוֵמד ַרּבִי לֵוִי יִצְָחק

    ִמּבְַרִדיְטׁשּוב וְדֹוֵרׁש ְּתׁשּובַת ָרם"

    )מתוך	רחובות הנהר	תשי"א(

’ani ’omer lekha: lo!
’im khas vekhalila…dvarkha hu kaze.

’ani ’ekra‘ kri‘a betalit, vezo tehe kri‘a
 baparokhet!
ha‘am yifen ‘oref

va’ani ’elekh ‘im ha‘am

ve’evk, ’evk…
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It is only during the last decade, after his death, that 
Uri Zvi Grinberg (UZG) has been revealed as the greatest 
poet in the Hebrew language.  This late awakening to his 
stature occurred for various reasons, including UZG’s self-
imposed isolation from his fellowmen.

Following are more details about his life and work.

Uri Zvi Grinberg was born in 1896 in the village of Bialykamien 
in Galicia, Poland, the descendant of a family of esteemed 
Hassidic rabbis.  When he was about a year-and-a-half 
old, his parents moved to Lvov, where he received a Jewish 
religious education in the Hassidic stream.   In 1916, as a 
youth of 16, he published his first poems in Hebrew and 
Yiddish.  Later, as an Austrian citizen, he was drafted into 
the army and took part in the difficult battles on the 
Serbian front during World War One.  In 1918 his family 
was miraculously saved from the pogrom against the Jews 
of Lvov.

From 1920-1922 he lived in Warsaw, where he became 
increasingly active as a poet.  He joined up with modernist-
expressionist Yiddish writers, bitterly reproaching Christianity 
for its crimes against the Jewish nation in issues of the
journal 'Albatros', which he edited. When the Polish authorities 
were about to imprison him on account of his subversive 
writings, he was forced to flee to Berlin.  In issue 3/4 
of 'Albatros' that appeared after his arrival in Berlin, he 
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published a poem in which he already foresaw the grim 
prospect of European Jewry’s extinction. 

In December 1923, during Hannuka, he immigrated to the
Land of Israel.  He traveled its length and breadth, shocked 
by the sight of the destroyed Temple; he befriended the 
khalutsim (pioneers) and at the same time complained of 
the ineptitude of the leadership of the Yishuv (the Jewish 
entity).  His demand for the unquestioned authority of the 
Hebrew nation in the Land of Israel brought about a split 
between him and this leadership.  He joined the Revisionist 
movement and was even considered to be its spokesman.  
During the 20s his writing took on a publicist slant with 
a clear political vision, interwoven with profound lyricism.  
During that decade he wrote prolifically, publishing books 
edited and designed in a unique manner; amongst them 
were ‘A Great Fear and the Moon’, ‘Manhood on the Rise’, ‘A 
Vision of One of the Legions’, ‘House Dog’ and others.

During the 30s UZG alternated between Palestine and 
Poland, while continuing to publicize his warnings of the 
imminent destruction of the Jewish people.  He avoided 
publishing poetry during the years of World War Two but 
continued writing feverishly.  The book he considered his 
most important was ‘The Book of Indictment and Faith’
(1937); it was also extremely influential in the establishment 
of the Jewish underground movements, Etzel and Lehi. 
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After the war, in 1951, he published the last of his books, 
‘Streets of the River’, a profound lamentation on the 
destruction of the People of Israel.

UZG always remained faithful to his principles and his 
belief, expressed with a rare frankness, often with fury.  
As a result, he had both admirers and detractors. Until the 
day of his death, his poetry never ceased to blend lyricism 
with the spirit of national existentialism, the vision of, and 
faith in the redemption of “the Kingdom of Israel”.  Among 
the prizes awarded him were the Israel Prize and the Bialik 
Literary Prize.
He died on Independence Day, August 5, 1981, and was 
buried on the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem.

Concerning his poetry
UZG’s poetry, his spiritual legacy, made a significant 
contribution to the spiritual life of the Jewish people as 
well as to Hebrew poetry during the past century. His first 
books were published in limited editions and for many 
years were not easily available to the reader.  Ten years 
after his death, in 1991, the Bialik Institute began to 
publish all his writings, edited by the literary researcher, 
Prof. Dan Meiron. 
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According to Dan Meiron*:

Thematically this poetry refers to themes and problems 
pervading the troubled history of the Jewish people as 
well as to universal subjects…

Philosophically UZG’s poetry fluctuates between 
desperate, rebellious nihilism and a new dialogue with 
religious faith…

Emotionally it raises almost unbearably powerful tensions 
and emotions while at the same time restraining itself 
with profound rationalism…

Linguistically it promoted the most all-encompassing 
and complex lexical and syntactical system seen in the 
Hebrew poetry of the last two hundred years…

Formally it presented, on the one hand, a modernist 
upsurge and on the other – an attempt to return to 
formulae of ancient poetry…

Historically it embodies the radical revolution against the 
normative poetics of the ‘Bialikist’ epoch of ‘renewal’…

Politically and socially this poetry upholds the aims of the 
Zionist Revisionist Right…UZG was THE political poet writing
in the Hebrew language…

And to conclude, Dan Meiron’s words in full:
“Uri Zvi Grinberg is the outstanding figure towering above 

		 																															

* A partial quotation 
from the booklet ‘The 
Uri Zvi Grinberg – Tur 
Malka Heritage House’ 
produced in honor of the
opening of a foundation 
in memory of UZG 
(Jerusalem, October 
18, 1999, the Hebrew 
University, Givat Ram
Campus). On this occasion 
the world premiere of 
At the End of the Ways 
was performed.
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the horizon of Modern Hebrew and Jewish poetry of the 
20th century.  For over sixty years his poetic output 
flowed freely – in the beginning mainly in Yiddish and later, 
from 1924 on, in Hebrew for the most – an unequalled 
abundance both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Whoever reads UZG’s poetry embarks upon a voyage 
on an enormous sea, very many parts of which are as 
yet unmapped.  At the same time, Hebrew poetry offers 
no deeper sea, in which the reader meets up not only 
with mighty storms (Grinberg’s poetry is our non-Pacific 
ocean), but also with wonderful moments on distant 
shores where the individual can be immersed in a most 
profound connection with himself.”
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Testimony from Tsippi Fleischer’s diary
Kassel, October 5, 1998

“Composed during 1-4 October 1998, in Vienna – Kassel 
from the Day of Atonement until the first day of the 

Feast of Tabernacles, 1998, during leisure time prior to the 
event marking the 50th Anniversary of the State of Israel 
at which I was the guest of the city of Kassel, Germany 
(sponsored by a number of friendly public associations).

The people of Israel have struggled for existence – in the 
past, in exile – and now in the Land of Israel.  Zionism, a
modern movement – from whence its success – held as an 
ideal the return to physical labor in a renewed homeland, 
where the people of Israel had lived in their own land
thousands of years ago.  The Jewish religion, as practiced 
in the Diaspora, was abandoned.

Pictures of multitudes led to the slaughter during the 
Holocaust in Europe, pictures of blood spilt in wars here, 
shake the foundations of our existence, of the people to 
whom I belong – the Jewish people.  Again and again we 
rebuild ourselves on ruins.  It is more than one can bear.

How much longer?  What is the spiritual essence for which 
we still strive?  What is the covenant we undertook to 
uphold, to which we were bound when the Lord chose 
us above all others?  I have come across Jews born into 
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extreme orthodoxy who have completely rejected the 
religious instruction received at home; I have come across 
secular Jews searching for the touch of God’s hand, having 
felt ‘hollow’ (as indicated by pop singer Aviv Gefen today, 
or by Yehuda Sharett some decades ago – for the moment 
I see them as representatives of the prophecy of doom, 
railing once more against the loss of spirituality and the 
mind-numbing materialistic vacuum that rules our lives).

Suddenly Uri Zvi Grinberg stood up and shouted: he 
combined the justified human complaint of this people 
with a loud, resonating cry; he burst bravely into a previously 
unknown spiritual area – the believing Jew’s violent anger 
against a humiliating God.  A God who humiliated Jews 
to such and extent that, in a frenzy, they put an end to 
their own lives and those of their families (the Edicts of 
1096); a God who humiliated Abraham in days past with 
the command to sacrifice his son, to which Abraham 
replied with mute courage.

UZG asks his painful question in the name of all the 
people: which way shall we take?  Shall we continue to 
believe in You, God of this land, or shall we cease?  This 
is his brokenhearted cry.  Voicing it is the Israeli-born 
generation of sabras or that which chooses to identify 
with it (Rahel, Alterman, Shlonsky, Lea Goldberg) as well 
as the generation that envies these sabras. A quotation 
from Avoth Yeshurun’s poetry – not UZG’s – is appropriate 
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at this point: it describes the language of the sabras as 
‘harsh, and from the soil, it is warmth and sinews’.  UZG 
leaves the question open – which way?  And I stress (in 
his words), the undertone of pain inherent in deserting 
our God as the choice looming over us.  

Of all the familiar genres ‘institutionalized’ in the history 
of western music, the one closest to this work is the 
oratorio.  But no figure is physically exposed on the 
concert stage as soloist nor is there a chorus; all are 
fashioned through the prism of the stylized sound of 
baritone and cello with computer-produced elaborations: 
the only two voices in the original score are developed 
into masses of sound of different kinds, a single narrator-
observer, a spokesman of the people, the people, God, 
leader, cantor and a congregation of worshippers.  The 
compositional act served as a faithful liaison between 
the text which provided these figures as in an oratorio 
(even though they were not marked as such by UZG) 
and the computer’s ability to personify the figures so 
as to add artistic and dramatic significance.  We hear 
the community praying from different perspectives, the 
heartrending sound of lamentation, the entire Jewish 
world becoming a huge echo, shouting out its prayer 
within the resonance; and when a feeling of constraint is 
called for, the sensation is one of suffocation in solitary 
confinement…The prayer represents the whole Jewish 
people.  At times a grief-stricken bell resounds in the 
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cello’s playing  – the wooden body is struck or strings are 
plucked, and at times powerful cello bowing brings to mind 
the pounding of humiliating hobnailed boots.

Staying very close to the text (as regards the distribution 
of ‘roles’ and also the large formal division) there is the
single brave spokesman, the beleaguered nation bursting 
out hysterically, the narrator/observer, God in His ugliness, 
the cantor symbolizing the congregation of worshippers, 
and to end – after Satan’s good, logical advice is ‘accepted’ – 
the atmosphere of a requiem prevails with the projection 
of a many-voiced, soft heterophony – teardrops falling.  
This is the profound, difficult parting.  When I got to
the end of the compositional process, this  strong visual 
image suddenly presented itself to me: a teardrop, a 
flame, a raindrop/snowflake/hailstone, a leaf falling from 
a branch (in UZG’s text, the elements of water and fire are 
interwoven throughout).

During the composition of this Jewish work of mine,* 
despair grows increasingly as an expression from within.  
It follows on two earlier Jewish works – the heroic-epic 
Oratorio 1492-1992 (1991), the descriptive The Judgment 
of Solomon (1995) and the Israeli work celebrating the 
landscape of the Land of Israel as a poetic quality, Six 
Madrigals – Scenes of Israel (composed in 1981-1983).**
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* What do I consider 
to be a Jewish work 
of mine?  It includes 
a text from Jewish 
sources, biblical, religious, 
traditional, or deals with 
the history of the Jewish 
people.  This composition 
came into being while 
I was involved in 
strengthening my own 
communication with my 
Jewish identity.

** Tsippi Fleischer 2006: 
The opera Cain and Abel, 
joining this list of works, 
was composed in 2001.
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And after the “I shall weep, shall weep….”
at the end of the work to Uri Zvi Grinberg’s text – 

spiritually affected by the entire dramatic process 
experienced by the narrator/singer – we move on to 

that unique soul – Else Lasker-Schüler – 
in a short, intense art song. 

After the premiere, Michael Ajzenstadt, Artistic Director of
the Israel Opera, wrote in 'The Jerusalem Post' that there 
was something rejuvenating and engaging in this new piece.  
He sees At the End of the Ways as a dramatic cry for a 
better world, a sort of cathartic release from a tradition 
and belief that strangle the Jews and an attempt to become
free of a past that has not been able to calm the Jewish 
people but has rather smothered this nation in death and
destruction.  He finds At the End of the Ways to be a most
mesmerizing new creation; it needs to be experienced in 
order to grasp its full impact and ingenuity alike, not to 
mention its far from soothing message. Mr. Ajzenstadt claims 
that this piece represents a new genre that is obviously 
going to be developed and expanded in the future, in 
varied ways. He also praised Tavori’s amazing baritonal 
angst, describing it as demanding, questioning, penetrating,
and never giving up.
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MEIN VOLK (My People)
opus 32  © 1995  3:28

An Art Song (Lied) for Soprano and Guitar
Text: Else	Lasker-Schüler	(in German)
Roxana Rog, soprano
Costin Canellis-Olier, guitar

Else Lasker-Schüler	

Recording: March 4, 2001, the Auditorium of the Levinsky College of Education

Sound engineer: Yuval Carin (Pedro)

10
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Mein Volk

Der Fels wird morsch,
Dem ich entspringe
Und meine Gotteslieder singe...
Jäh stürz ich vom Weg
Und riesele ganz in mir
Fernab, allein über Klagegestein
Dem Meer Zu.

Hab mich so abgeströmt
Von meines Blutes
Mostvergorenheit.
Und immer, immer noch der Widerhall
in mir,
Wenn schauerlich gen Ost
Das morsche Felsgebein,
Mein Volk,
Zu Gott schreit.

        Else Lasker-SchÜler

My People

The rock is crumbling
From which I spring
And sing my hymns to God…
Suddenly I plunge from the path
I hurl myself from the path
And skid all inward-coiled
Far off, alone over wailing stone
Down to the sea.

So far have I drifted
From my Blood’s wine-press.
And yet, the echo resonates
In me still,
When seized with dread
The crumbling rock,
My people,
Faces East
And cries to God.

  Else Lasker-SchÜler
  Translation:
  Sigrid Bauschinger*

		 																															

* From ‘The Berlin 
Moderns: Else Lasker-
Schüler and Café Culture’, 
translated by Sigrid 
Bauschinger, in ‘Berlin 
Metropolis: Jews and the 
New Culture 1890-1918’.  
Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2000.
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The poet Yehuda Amihai wrote about Else Lasker-Schüler in 
the winter of 19681*: 

Else Lasker-Schüler was born on February 11, 1869,
to a Jewish family in the town of Elberfeld-Wuppertal in
northwestern Germany’s industrial region. The wretchedness 
of Hitler’s regime brought her to Jerusalem in 1937, the
homeland of her poetry.  Here, with the help of Dr. Shpitzer, 
she published her amazing last book, My Blue Piano. She is
acknowledged worldwide as one of the greatest poets of
this century.  The poet Gottfried Ben says of her: “She was
Germany’s finest lyric poet.  The themes of her poems were
mainly Jewish, her imagination was Oriental, but her language 
was German.”

Rachel Katinka, her friend in Jerusalem, recounts: “Once the
poet Kariv visited our home. I asked her to come over and
read some of her poems. She appeared, dressed in silk and
satin, her hair beautifully combed, wearing wooden earrings 
bought in Bethlehem that she had painted sky-blue.  Her 
neck was adorned with necklaces of brown-tinted glass 
beads.  She sat herself down and asked us to sit on the 
carpet some distance from her.  For three hours she read 
her poetry…The next day I told her that Kariv wanted to 
translate her poems into Hebrew.  She answered in surprise: 
‘But they are written in Hebrew!’  And she forbade their 
translation…When I saw her for the last time she was ill and 
said bitterly: ‘The Jerusalem because of which, as a child, 
I quarreled with my friends, and because of which I was 

		 																															

* In the preface to a 
selection of her poetry, 
‘Poems’, in his translation 
(Eked, Tel Aviv, 1968); the 
illustrations are hers.
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expelled from school, the very city I extolled in my poems,
in it I have no home…’” Rachel Katinka’s words.

If truth be told, good people like Zalman Schocken, Dr. Shpitzer 
and many others, took care of her needs generously and 
helped her in every way, but since she was very eccentric 
in her last years, she frittered away the money and was
unable to manage her life normally. I was a child in Jerusalem 
during the 30s and remember that my friends and I would 
laugh at the sight of her strange little figure.

She died in 1945 and was buried on the Mount of Olives,
not far from today’s Intercontinental Hotel.  After the Six-
Day War her grave, amongst others, was found desecrated, 
her tombstone broken, having been used to fortify 
Jordanian trenches.

About sixty people accompanied her on her last journey.  
Rabbi Wilhelm (a friend, and later Chief Rabbi of Swedish 
Jewry) recited her poem “I know that I have to die” from 
her last book.  The writer Gershon Stern said Kaddish, since 
her only son, Paul, had died at the age of eighteen.

It is my privilege to present lovers of her poetry with a few 
of her poems in the Hebrew language.  On this occasion 
I would like to thank Mr. Manfred Sturman, the poet who 
serves as director of her literary legacy, for his great help 
in the editing of this book.

Yehuda Amihai
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Testimony from Tsippi Fleischer’s diary

Villa Montalvo, CA, 16.7.1995

“Dedicated to Ana Daniel after our meeting in San 
Francisco this month.

Composed in July 1995 at Villa Montalvo, California.

My sincere, emotional reaction to this super-dramatic 
text of ELS’s – with all the soffocato involved – is 
expressed through the contour of intervals and their 
mobility (ascending or descending) and the resulting 
agitated waves of dynamics.  The guitar which 
accompanies – or rather, reacts to – the singer, is given 
the function of harmonic padding, somewhat oriental 
doublings (at relatively exposed perfect intervals) and 
tone-painting.
The drama of unending suffering shadowing the Jewish 
people’s existence gave rise to these rather impulsive 
verses by ELS, but once again her poetry leaves no debt 
unpaid in the service of lyricism.” 

Villa Montalvo, CA, 16.7.1995
(after having met Ana Daniel exactly a week ago).
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The work was first performed in a production recording in 
Tel Aviv in November 1995 by the mezzo-soprano Dietburg 
Spohr; this recording is available on the disc titled Around 
the World with Tsippi Flesicher, put out in 1997 by Vienna 
Modern Masters, Cat. No. #2023.  On June 6, 2006, it was 
performed in a concert arranged by the Goethe Institute 
in Tel Aviv, to mark the composer’s 60th birthday (sung by 
soprano Na’ama Nazrati).
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The composer’s work with the soloist Dalia Schaechter in rehearsal prior to the European 
premiere in Oper Köln, Cologne’s Opera House, April 2004.
At the end of CD 1 we took our leave of the penetrating soprano voice of Roxana Rog,
and here, (in German once again) we encounter the deep mezzo-soprano of Dalia Schaechter 
(who sang the roles of Medea and of Jason in the production of the chamber opera 
Medea in Oper Köln.

Following is the documentation of the live happening:
Dalia Schaechter sings (in German) a small section from the fifth scene as Medea (her 
cathartic aria) in which her heart is torn by love for Jason; Tsippi Fleischer enters 
the stage and makes some remarks (in English); they move over to a stormy, anxious 
passage from the third scene – Medea’s arietta about the dragon and the golden 
fleece – “The song of the dragon” which starts out with words in the Georgian language.  
In preparation for the beginning of this passage Dalia Schaechter joins in, talking (in 
Hebrew), and also conductor Jens Bingert (in German).

BONUS: MEDEA (Rehearsals in Cologne)
opus 35  © 1995  4:05

Chamber Opera for Vocalist and
Four Instrumentalists
A document
Original libretto (in English): Rivka Kashtan
German translation: Christoph Schwandt

Dalia Schaechter
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The sung text we hear

Der Wind es heult
die Bäume die weinen
mein Fleisch verbrennt
und mein Leib schreit!
Die Erde vertrocknet
Bring das Wasser zurück!
Zauberkönigin!
Zeig ihm seine Pflicht
Brich ihm auf dein/das Herz!...
O Jason hab mitleid
Noch bin ich deine Frau
Ich werde diese Glauke vernichten,
sie mit Feuer einschließen!
aber sie ist tot...

The original English

The wind is shrieking
The trees are crying
My flesh is burning
Screams knife my body
The earth is barren
Ebb away the waters
You queen of curses
Bind him to his duty
Burst open his heart!
O, Jason, have pity,
I am still your wife...
I’ll destroy this Glauke,
Encircle her with fire!
But she’s dead...

The Cathartic Aria
From Scene V
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The Song of the Dragon
From Scene III

The sung text we hear

O, deda, ssaschinelebaa!!!

Das Vlies bewachte
ein Drache, der niemals schlief
abscheuliches Tier
tausendmalfach gewunden
fauchend mit drei Zungen...

The original English

The Song of the Dragon (Arietta)

O, deda, sashinelebaa!!

Oh mother, (what) a fear!

That fleece was guarded
by a never-sleeping dragon,
a loathsome reptile,
with a thousand coils...
hissing in three tongues...
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Rivka Kashtan the librettist of Medea, a journalist, 

educator and accomplished painter and poet, was born in 

Tel Aviv, and is the mother of three daughters. She also has 

a Master’s Degree in history from the University of Tel Aviv.  

Her book of poetry in English, ‘Wild Variations on a Theme of 

the Garden of Eden and Other Poems from Those Troubled 

Times’ was set to music as an opera by the American 

composer Howard Rovics.  It was performed in 1993 at the 

Festival for New Operas in Connecticut, USA.

Over the last twenty years Kashtan has lived abroad; in 

Latin America, the USA, the Republic of Georgia and Britain.  

The idea of writing on the theme of Medea was inspired by 

Kashtan’s residency in Tbilisi, Georgia (1992-1993), where 

she was engaged in the everyday cultural, social and 

political life of a war-torn society.

According to legend, Medea was born to a Georgian 

nymph in Colchis in today’s Republic of Georgia. To observe 

Medea’s story from that side of the Black Sea rather 

than from Greece, served as a stimulus, a challenge, an 

inspiration in writing about this fear-inspiring woman.  

Whilst writing a play about Medea, her encounter with the 

composer Tsippi Fleischer led her to writing the libretto for 

this opera.
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“Medea” by Rivka Kashtan is dedicated to the people of the 

Republic of Georgia.

Medea was staged in Oper Köln (Halle Kalk) on April 16,17, 

18, 20, 21, 2004, with mezzo-soprano Dalia Schaechter and 

director Uwe Hergenröder, and was awarded enthusiastic 

reviews.
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Disc II
This disc opens with 

contemporary Hebrew 

poetry at its best. We 

have here two song-

cycles. The first – 

(Electro-Acoustic Cycle) – 

deals with death- 

connected existentialism 

to words by Pinhas Sadeh;

the second – (Avoth 

Yeshurun) – glows with 

the vibrant radiance 

of the eternal: there is 

nothing new under the 

sun, says the poet.

  Electro-Acoustic Cycle 68

	1    I Sing Like a Bird 71

	2    We Shall Lie Naked 72

  Avoth Yeshurun – A Cycle of Three Songs 74

	3   The Script 78

	4   Drive On 80

	5   Light-Night 84

  Lead Life – A Cycle of Five Songs 88

	6   Weltschmerz (World-Weariness) 91

   Two Family Songs 95

	7		 	 				I	Gave	You	an	Ancient	Heart	of	Gold
	8		 	 				Family	Idyll	
	9   Above the Roof the Sky is Fair 102

10   Waltz of the Devil 106 
11   Buy Onions 109

12  Ancient Love 112

13  The Mother 122

14  Victoria and the Men 129

15  Abhorrence 138

16  Bonus: Buy Onions 142
   (soprano + instrumental ensemble)
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1-2

ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC CYCLE   4:54

2 Songs - Words by Pinhas Sadeh

        Song No. 1 - I Sing Like a Bird  opus 66  © 2005

        Song No. 2 - We Shall Lie Naked opus 55  © 2003

Pinhas Sadeh	

A few words about the cycle:
In the first song a single bright female voice is heard; the second starts out solemnly 
with the men’s deeply resonant bass sound reverberating before the entry of the 
soloist's line.  
The entire cycle was given its premiere at a special event arranged by the Hebrew 
Association of Writers in Israel and held in Tel Aviv’s Writers’ House on December 23, 2005, 
after the appearance of ‘Pinhas Sadeh: Collected Poems’ put out by Schocken Press. 

The electro-acoustic cycle was created as two separate opuses. They were united 
under this title for the premiere event (December 2004). 
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Pinhas Sadeh was born in Lvov, Poland, in 1929, and died 
in 1994. Sadeh came to pre-state Israel in 1934.  He was 
educated in a youth group in Kibbutz Sarid, subsequently 
in various other locations, and then left for further studies 
in London.  His first published work was in ‘Bama’ale’ (1945) 
and a poem in ‘Itim’ (1946).  After this he wrote poems, 
stories and articles on literary matters (also in the literary 
supplement of ‘Yediot Aharonot’ under various noms de 
plume).  His books: ‘Life as a Parable’ (autobiographical novel, 
1958), ‘Vision of Dumah’ (poetry, 1951) as well as a number 
of children’s books: ‘Yedidi’ (My Friend, 1959), ‘Na’ar hayiti’ 
(When I was Young, 1960), ‘Ida’ (1961), ‘The Thief’ (1964, 
1988) and others.  He also edited ‘Mivkhar hasipur ha’eyropi’ 
(Selection of European Literature, 1959), and “Shirey ahava 
bekhol hazmanim” (Love-Songs of All Times).  

Following is a selection of quotations from the lecture of 
poet and literary researcher Yosef Sharon on Pinhas Sadeh’s 
poetry (before an audience in the premiere event, December 
2005, and in a discussion later with the composer): 

“With Pinhas Sadeh, the reader is confronted with the 
external aspect of the poem, while the refined theologian 
is entrenched in his own private world.  Belief and art come 
together in his poetry – the test of his existentialism.  In his 
early autobiographical book ‘Life as a Parable’, he alternates 
between the search for an answer to the meaning of life 
and a day-by-day description of his varied experiences 
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during his youth and adolescence; in his later poetry he 
becomes more outwardly religious, beyond what is required 
of a believer, and he exposes the tension between believer 
and poet by veering towards fascinating simplicity (which 
conceals its complexity), love and existential drives
preceding intellectual processes.  

In his poetry there are echoes of the forms of the drasha or 
sermon and of old religious parables, but he preaches from 
within his own life, well aware of its finality and insularity.  
Influenced by Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, Hölderlin and other 
European writers, he places at the center of experience 
the munificence of beauty and of love to their ultimative 
manifestation.  While filled with regret at having missed the 
essence, he knows the joy of the moment, seeing it as a 
blessing and a revelation.

As regards Israeli society, his is the voice of the Israeli 
craving a spiritual reward together with and within the 
existent reality.

Many of his poems are love songs and reminiscences at
one and the same time, and in them, alive and well, memory 
lives as in the real time of love.”
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1   Song No. 1 - I Sing Like a Bird (in Yiddish*)

    opus 66  © 2005  1:37
    For Soprano in a Number of Voices
    Na’ama Nazrati, soprano  

	

Recording: Auditorium of the Levinsky College, Tel Aviv, October 10, 2005

Sound and recording engineer: Yaacov Aviram

Ikh zing vi a feygale (I Sing Like a Bird)

This single line of Pinhas Sadeh’s in Yiddish is the nucleus of
the musical piece. The soloist sings the same melody in many
voices (in acoustic doublings and with various nuances), like 
a bird swooping backwards and forwards within the waves 
of life. Suddenly – it falls; the circle of life has been severed.

Below is this single line as originally composed, and as it 
later reappears many times throughout the work and the 
recording – in a variety of transpositions and with small 
changes in the melody.  After the layers of texture had 
been chosen, the complete compositional idea was brought 
to realization in the recording studio.

		 																															

* Translation to Hebrew: 
Ani shar/shara kmo 
tsipor (Pinhas Sadeh 
translated it as such 
within the poem).
In English: I sing like 
a bird.

The text from ‘Ikh zing 
vi a feygale: Shirim, 
1989-1992’, Schocken 
Press, Jerusalem and 
Tel Aviv, 1993.
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2   Song No. 2 - We Shall Lie Naked (in Hebrew)

    opus 55  © 2003  3:17
    For Men’s Chorus and Two Soloists, with Live Electronics
    The Israel Kibbutz Choir
    Conductor: Ronen Borshevsky

	

Recording: December 9, 2005, Ef’al Seminar 

Live Electronics technician: Didi Fire (Studio of the 21st Century Ensemble, Jaffa Court)

Sound and recording engineer: Yaacov Aviram
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Come to me.
We shall lie naked.
We will talk affectionately.
In fifty years’ time
we shall lie naked
but will not talk affectionately.

Translation: Gila Abrahamson

ּבִֹאי ֵאלַי.
נְִׁשּכַב עֵיֻרִּמים.

נְׂשֹוַחח ִּביִדידּות.
ּבְעֹוד ֲחִמִׁשּ  ים ָׁשנָה

נְִׁשּכַב עֵיֻרִּמים
ַאְך ֹלא נְׂשֹוַחח ִּביִדידּות...

Phonetics

bo’i ’elay.
nishkav ‘eyrumim.    
nesokhakh bididut.
be‘od khamishim shana    
nishkav ‘eyrumim
’akh lo nesokhakh bididut
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From 'Pinhas Sadeh: 
Collected Poems’, p. 
273, Schocken Press, 
Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, 
2005.

Translation:
Gila Abrahamson.
																																					

The poet’s dedication as a title for the poem: ‘To a friend of 
long standing, after a parting of some years.’
From the very beginning the erotic words evoke an air of 
mystery which increases with the electronic components 
flowing from the singing itself.  Unexpectedly we hear: ‘in 
fifty years’ time’ – an alarming, bizarre chaos suddenly takes 
over, and from here onwards we are suspended between 
heaven and earth: between what has been in this world and 
what is happening in the next. 

In the music the speaker, a man, ‘multiplies’ into the image 
of many more males.  The men’s chorus lays down a multi-
dimensional acoustic carpet, out of which emerge fragments 
(syllables) of the pair of words ‘nishkav eyrumim’ (we shall lie 
naked); the importance of these words may be seen in the 
graphic arrangement of the text here above.  The vocal line 
of the pair of lovers floats above this base.  The complete 
differentiation between the colors of the choral background 
and that of the solo obbligato intensifies with the electronic 
organization of these two elements.

Tsippi Fleischer: “The primal feeling, the truth, the forthright 
exposure between the lovers  – all these fascinated me.  Then 
I searched eagerly for its musical interpretation.” 

After a certain amount of computer sounds, we
move on to a young, dynamic mixed chorus 

(accompanied by an instrumental ensemble), tackling
Avoth Yeshurun’s powerful philosophical statements. 
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3-5

AVOTH YESHURUN – A Cycle Of Three Songs 
The Script; Drive On; Light-Night (in Hebrew)
opus 58  © 2004  5:15

For Mixed Chorus, 4 Flutes, 2 Oboes and Bass Clarinet
Choir of the Thelma Yellin High School for the Arts (Givatayim, Israel), 
accompanied by instrumentalists – pupils of the music department
Conductor: Yishai Steckler

	

Recording: Auditorium of the Israel Conservatory of Music, Tel Aviv, December 29, 2004

Sound and recording engineer: Yaacov Aviram

Premiere performance onstage: Auditorium of the Levinsky College of Education, in the 

framework of a multi-dimensional event: ‘And there was morning – and behold, peace is 

come’, December 19, 2004.

Avoth Yeshurun
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Avoth Yeshurun  was born in a village in Ukraine in 1904, 
descendant of a Hassidic dynasty. Born as Yehiel Perlmutter,
he changed his name in memory of his parents who perished
in the Holocaust.  The meaning of his adopted name: The 
fathers, the parents, will see us, will look after us. He died
in Tel Aviv in 1992. His daughter is the poet and translator 
Helit Yeshurun.

Avoth Yeshurun immigrated to Erets Yisrael in 1924 and 
began to publish his first poems in the journal ‘Turim’ in 
1934.  His first book ‘On the Wisdom of Roads’ (1942) was 
still published under his given name.

His early poems did not make their mark on the literary 
consciousness, dominated as they were at the time by 
Avraham Shlonsky and Natan Alterman.   His expressive style 
of writing, free rhythm of unmetered lines without strict 
rhyming, were alien to the aesthetics in vogue in Hebrew 
poetry of the 40s and 50s.

It was only during the 70s that his poetry was recognized.  
After the Yom Kippur War his previously ignored poetry was
suddenly discovered.  The young generation of poets found 
in him a ‘youthful’ colleague, in tune with their progressive 
concepts; they were attracted to him and did much towards 
having him acknowledged. Avoth Yeshurun was revealed as 
being in direct touch with the basic experiences of modern 
man: a lost childhood hidden away in the depths of the soul, 
and life in a fascinating yet threatening city – his own Tel Aviv.
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The literary researcher Dr. Shoshana Zeevi states:

“His specific literary language achieved a central position 
in Israeli poetics of the 70s and until the late 90s.  He 
bestowed a new color on the archaic linguistic formulas 
and incorporated them into the new language favored by 
the younger generation.  From here came the initiation 
of a new approach to script in his poems: by disposing 
of the long vowel marks in the script, he returned Hebrew 
to its primary sources.  He redesigned the rhythmic 
fabric by fragmenting words between the lines of a 
poem, also woven together by the constant tension of 
the syntactical organization.  Thus a new poetic rhythm 
came into being, modifying the routine articulation of the 
Hebrew sentence.

In summary, Avoth Yeshurun established a new poetic 
norm that has served the younger poets of Israeli 
modernism as a basis for imitation.”

The archaic atmosphere evoked by Avoth Yeshurun’s 
words is reflected, on the one hand, in the five pentatonic 
tones used exclusively by the composer; on the other 
hand – this is primitivism in an annoyingly modern frame, 
demanding ‘contemporary freedom’ in the treatment of 
texture and color.
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These are the five tones used by the composer:

Only in the second song, ‘Sa‘’ (Drive On), does she add the 
shadow of an accompanying second.

In the program notes of the event in which the world 
premiere was performed, the composer discusses her work
as follows: 

“This is sculptured music.  Each song flows on its way in a 
very different musical mold etched in the musical medium 
hewn out for it.  It is a most powerful medium, answering 
to the primeval splendor of the ancients that inhabits 
Avoth Yeshurun’s every word.  In his own way he says that 
there is nothing new under the sun.  Pitch is a constant 
finite and all the rest undergoes limitless variants.

The caves of prehistoric man in Tabun on the slopes of 
Mount Carmel during July 2004, provided a most suitable 
venue for the intensive work involved in this composition.”
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ַהּכְָתב

ַהּכְָתב ַהְּמֻרָּבע
ֶמה ָהיִינּו עֹוִׂשים ִעם ַהּכְָתב

ָהִעבְִרי
ַהָּקֻדם,
ֶהעָֻקם,
ַהְּמעֻּגָל,

ַּתַחת עֲֵרַמת ַהּדֹורֹות,
ֶׁשִהיא עַצְָמּה עֲגֻּלָה?

    אבות ישורון

The Script

The square script
what did we do with the
Hebrew
ancient
bent
rounded script
under the pile-up of generations,
which in itself is round?

  Avoth Yeshurun
  Translation: Gila Abrahamson

		 																															

The three songs were 
selected from ‘Avoth 
Yeshurun: Kol Shirav’ 
(Avoth Yeshurun: All his 
Poems) – Volume Three: 
‘Entrance Gate, Exit Gate’ 
(1981), and ‘Homograph’ 
(1985), Hakibbutz 
Hameuchad Press (2001). 
																																					

3   Song No. 1 - THE SCRIPT (Haktav)  2:12

The young mixed chorus is divided into eight voices, each 
voice positioned in its own range and portraying a word 
or group of words according to the short lines of the 
poem.  The two lowest voices are the last to enter.
The various motifs were written down, but the talented 
and musical young choristers were also instructed 
to effect a slight improvisation.  The escalating 
improvisations in all the voices reach their climax at the 
end of the song.
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Phonetics

HAKTAV

haktav hamruba‘
me hayinu ‘osim ‘im haktav
ha‘ivri
hakadum
he‘akum
ham‘ugal
takhat ‘areymat hadorot,
shehi ‘atsma ‘agula?
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The first page of the score (copied from the original manuscript 
which serves as the autograph score):
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4   Song No. 2 - DRIVE ON (Sa‘)  2:02

ַסע
ַסע ַסע.

ַהֵהפְֶך ַהֶהגֶה.
ּכְמֹו ֶׁשַאָּתה רֹוֶאה ּבֹו ָּבֶרגַע

ֶׁשּבֹו נָע ַהָּמחֹוג.

      אבות ישורון

Drive On
Drive on, drive on. 
The steering wheel, in contrast.
As you see it at the moment
When the indicator moves.
       Avoth Yeshurun
       Translation: Gila Abrahamson

(The second line was composed last)

Phonetics

SA‘

sa‘ sa‘
hahefekh hahege.
kmo she’ata ro’e bo barega‘
shebo na‘ hamakhog. 

According to Avoth Yeshurun, one’s life may be compared to 
a car’s steering wheel.  You run on and on, in the direction 
shown by the car’s indicator  – where will you land up?  And 
then you slow down in order to look around you.

The striking accelerando was thus chosen for the beginning 
of the music and the ritardando for the end. This time round, 
talented young instrumentalists join the choir, responding 
to the indications of their experienced teacher/conductor.  
The shadow of a second throughout the journey requires 
a well-trained ear on the part of the singers; and the ever-
increasing movement of eighth- and sixteenth-notes calls 
for virtuosity, both vocal and instrumental.

                 

                                     

\
The beginning of the score
(copied from the original manuscript which serves as the autograph score):
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Light-Night

Light, darkness, is clear.
But not the color in-between.

        Avoth Yeshurun
        Translation: Gila Abrahamson

Phonetics

’OR-SHKHOR

’or khoshekh ze barur.
’akh lo tseva‘ beyn.

ֹאר-ְׁשֹחר

אֹר חֶֹׁשְך זֶה ָּבֻרר.
ַאְך ֹלא צֶַבע ּבֵין.

      אבות ישורון

5   Song No. 3 - LIGHT-NIGHT (Or-Shkhor) 1:01
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This is the significant summation, the genuine truth, 
at the highest degree of compactness.

Thus, in complete identification with Avoth 
Yeshurun’s statement, all the many participants are 
to be found in light or in darkness.  Twenty-two 
voices create a huge mass: they identify with light 
at the height of the range of pitch, forte, and with 
darkness, at the very lowest levels of pitch, piano.  
‘Ze barur’ (it is clear) they say as a spoken chorus; 
they ‘protest’ later about the color between these 
two clear extremes in a musical phrase that is 
indeed a somewhat hazy (ambiguous) compromise 
between the two clear preceding extremes.

After having concentrated on contemporary 
Hebrew poetry, we now move on to an 

encounter with the best of contemporary world 
poetics.  The poems do not deal with the end or 
beginning of the existential experience but with 

the single strong wave of continuity marking 
life’s essence: the loss of innocence. 
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6-11

LEAD LIFE – A Cycle of Five Songs
opus 52  © 2001-2002  33:00

Version for soprano/mezzo-soprano and piano

Song No. 1 - Weltschmerz (World-Weariness)
 Words: Else Lasker-Schüler (German)

Song No. 2 - Two Family Songs
 Words: Shin Shifra (Hebrew)

Song No. 3 - Above the Roof the Sky is Fair
 Words: Paul Verlaine (French)

Song No. 4 - Waltz of the Devil (‘Bereaved’)
 Words: Esther Kunda (English)

Song No. 5 - Buy Onions
 Words: Genrix Sapgir (Russian)
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Testimony from Tsippi Fleischer’s diary

2001-2002

“The entire song-cycle Lead Life expresses deep regret
at the growing loss of innocence in every world within 
our world.  Each song thus reflects the same mood –
the awareness of this loss of innocence and the 
disappointment involved.  In all the five poems I chose, 
each creative artist appeared to be telling this sad truth 
in his/her own way.  To my mind this is indeed the great 
tragedy of Homo sapiens”.

The poems were set, and are sung, in the original language 
in which they were conceived.  The poets’ words reflect 
their individual aesthetic and spiritual world, woven into 
the syntactic and acoustic structures of their mother 
tongue. And each language is a cultural planet unto itself 
even though, essentially, we all share the cultural ethos 
of the Western world.”

To sum up the mood of each song: The first is dramatic, 
the second – exotic, the third – descriptive (somewhat 
impressionistic), the fourth – tragic, and the fifth – theatrical 
(on the humorous side).

Remark: Fleischer’s opera Cain and Abel was also composed 
and recorded during the same period, 2001-2002, dealing, 
as the composer notes, with the very source of the colossal 
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event marking the loss of innocence in the universe, the 
very first murder.

The following elements – among those characteristic of the 
composer’s style – are much in evidence in this cycle: a 
world lacking in functionalism (expressed at times in wide-
ranging chromatics), flowing towards mass-space-color-
exotica, vocal effects, word painting, a drama of sounds.

During the years 2001-2002 the songs were set for voice 
and piano and were scheduled for performance in a number 
of concerts, before they had been put together as an 
entire song-cycle but had already been conceived by the 
composer as a single entity.  The live performances of a 
number of concerts in which the songs were sung include 
a remarkable variety of the different singers’ vocal and 
dramatic qualities, all given here in this CD.  They attest to 
the fact that the songs are also capable of standing on 
their own at times.

In 2005 a new version for soprano and instrumental 
ensemble was prepared, commissioned by the Mishkenot 
Shaananim Music Center, Jerusalem, for a concert entitled 
‘Bat Kol’ produced by the Center and devoted to song-
cycles by Israeli women composers.  It was then, on March 
21, 2006, that the cycle was first performed as an organic 
continuity, with soprano Na’ama Nazrati accompanied by 
the ‘Kaprizma’ Ensemble, conducted by Israel Sharon.
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6    Weltschmerz (World-Weariness)
    opus 52 / Song No. 1  © 2001-2002  16:51
 Words: Else Lasker-Schüler (in German)
 Carolyn Grace James, mezzo-soprano/contralto
 Christian Streich, piano
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Else	Lasker-Schüler
Self-portrait

	

Recorded during a live performance of the world premiere: Forum of Concerts, ‘Mein blaues 

Klavier II’, November 16, 2002, in the framework of the Tenth Symposium of ‘Forum Else 

Lasker-Schüler’ (14 -17 November, 2002), in the ancient Reformed Church in Wuppertal. 
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Weltschmerz

Ich, der brennende Wüstenwind,
Erkalte und nahm Gestalt an.

Wo ist die Sonne, die mich auflösen kann,
Oder der Blitz, der mich zerschmettern kann!

Blick’ nun: ein steinernes Sphinxhaupt,
Zürnend zu allen Himmeln auf.

Hab’ an meine Glutkraft geglaubt.

          Else Lasker-SchÜler

World-weariness

I, the burning desert wind,
Am chilled and have taken on an image.

Where is the sun, that may dissolve me,
Or the lightning, that may shatter me!

Behold now: a stony Sphinx-head,
Looking up angrily at the unending heavens.

I had believed in the force of my ardor.

         Else Lasker-SchÜler
         Translation: Gila Abrahamson
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About Else Lasker-Schüler, see in Disc I, pp. 58-59.
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Testimony from Tsippi Fleischer’s diary

Haifa, 18.2.2001

“In a most picturesque manner Else Lasker-Schüler 
describes the difference between ‘Wüstenwind’ (Desert 
Wind) as a symbol of the purity of youthful enthusiasm, 
and ‘Sphinx’ as a symbol of the flaws of a spirit become 
emotionless and frozen with the passing of time.  Thus, 
in the music, many fluctuations of mood ensue directly 
from the tonal word-painting: the use of wus…, s…, 
ich…, help to illustrate the differentiation between a 
burning desert wind and a petrified sphinx.  The image 
of the desert wind encouraged me to use stringent 
onomatopoeia and rapid, extreme changes in texture 
along with lyricism; outbursts of the same gusts of wind, 
as it were, with all the implied symbolism.  

The tonal world is fashioned from a scale of pitches 
constructed especially for this art song (Lied) with the 
interval of the tritone and the diminished chord very 
much in evidence, cast in molds rich in seconds.

The work calls for a female vocalist with the ability of a 
virtuoso – both vocally and in her musical and dramatic 
orientation.”
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The rich voice of the excellent mezzo-soprano Carolyn Grace 
James succeeds beautifully in merging with the words and 
the music.  Her performance in the live recording of the 
world premiere in Wuppertal, on November 16, 2002, under 
the auspices of the Else Lasker-Schüler Association, was an 
overwhelming success.

A number of months later the work was performed once more, 
this time in the frame of the festival ‘Kunst Kontra Kälte V’ 
under the auspices of ‘Ensemble Belcanto’, directed by Dietburg 
Spohr, in a concert that took place in Frankfurt on March 
6, 2003, under the title of ‘Lieder über Licht und Schatten’ 
(Songs of Light and Shadows). The soloist was Frieder Anders 
(baritone) accompanied by pianist Stella Goldberg.

The composition of this song – which led to the creation of 
the entire song-cycle – was made possible by the initiative 
of ‘Archiv Frau und Musik’, Frankfurt, the ‘Belcanto-Frankfurt 
Ensemble’ and the Else Lasker-Schüler Association in 
Wuppertal.  In an earlier meeting with Renate Matthei (of 
Furore-Kassel, connected to ‘Archiv Frau und Musik’) which 
took place in Frankfurt in November 2000, the composer was
first commissioned to compose a song with piano 
accompaniment for Dietburg Spohr, in honor of the joint 
fifteen-year anniversary of the ‘Belcanto-Frankfurt Ensemble’ 
and ‘Archiv Frau und Musik’.

Weltschmerz in a version for mezzo-soprano/contralto and 
piano was published by Furore-Kassel, Catalogue No. 6530.
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Shin Shifra
	

Recording: Auditorium of the Levinsky College, Tel Aviv, January 20, 2002, in an event honoring 

the poetess Shin Shifra with a number of settings of her songs in their world premieres.

Sound and recording engineer: Yaacov Aviram

7  -  8   Two Family Songs
     opus 52 / Song No. 2  © 2001-2002  3:54
          Words: Shin Shifra (in Hebrew)
          Yahli Toren, soprano
          Rosalia Sheposhnikov and Tanya Borisova (2nd Song), piano

      7   I  Gave You an Ancient Heart of Gold  1:13

      8   Family Idyll   2:41
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I  Gave You an Ancient Heart of Gold

I gave you an ancient heart of gold engraved
by hand, and you didn’t even say
thank you until I reminded you
how do you like 
my heart? 

Family Idyll

Nothing is as it seems they pass around 
a narghile from mouth to mouth a family
idyll on the grass, three
generations pass around love
from mouth to mouth, nothing is
as it seems.

                 Shin Shifra
                 Translation: Gila Abrahamson

		 																															

The composer combined 
these two poems into a 
single poetic unit from 
Shin Shifra’s ‘A Woman 
Who Practices How to 
Live: Poems 1986-1999’, 
Zmora / Bitan, Tel Aviv, 
2001.
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Phonetics

NATATI LAKH LEV ZAHAV

natati lakh lev zahav ‘atik kharut  
bayad, ve’at ’afilu lo ’amart
toda ‘ad shelo hizkarti lakh
’ekh motse khen be‘eynayikh 
halev sheli?   

’IDILYA MISHPAKHTIT

shum davar ’eyno ma shehu nir’e ma‘avirim
nargila mipe lefe ’idilya
mishpakhtit ‘al hadeshe, shlosha
dorot ma‘avirim ’ahava
mipe lefe, shum davar ’eyno
ma shehu nir’e

נַָתִּתי לְָך לֵב זָָהב

נַָתִּתי לְָך לֵב זָָהב עִַּתיק ָחרּוט
ַּביָד, וְַאְּת ֲאִפּלּו ֹלא ָאַמְרְּת
ּתֹודָה עַד ֶׁשֹּלא ִהזְּכְַרִּתי לְָך

ֵאיְך מֹוצֵא ֵחן ּבְעֵינַיְִך
ַהּלֵב ֶׁשּלִי?

אידיליה משפחתית

ׁשּום דָָבר ֵאינֹו ַמה ֶׁשהּוא נְִרֶאה ַמעֲִביִרים
נְַרּגִילָה ִמּפֶה לְפֶה ִאיִדילְיָה

ִמְׁשּפְַחִּתית עַל ַהּדֶֶׁשא, ְׁשֹלָׁשה
ּדֹורֹות ַמעֲִביִרים ַאֲהָבה

ִמּפֶה לְפֶה, ׁשּום דָָבר ֵאינֹו ַמה
ֶׁשהּוא נְִרֶאה.

             ש' שפרה
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On Shin Shifra and her work – by the literary researcher
Dr. Shoshana Zeevi:

“Shin Shifra (her given name is Shifra Shifman) was born in 
Tel Aviv in 1931 to a well-established Jerusalemite family.  
She studied Hebrew Literature and Kabala at the Hebrew 
University, and Sumerian and Akkadian Literature at Bar-
Ilan University.  In her youth she was associated with the 
Canaanite poets Yonatan Ratosh and Aharon Amir who 
strove to revitalize the ancient Hebrew myths that molded 
the Hebrew nation’s culture before its dispersion into exile.  
Shin Shifra, although not a member of this group, created a 
lyrical genre in which she expressed her own personal world 
through the fabric of the ancient myths.  She relates to the 
cyclic rhythm of nature corresponding to the mythic world-
view and radiating to the inner changes taking place in her 
personal world.  She retells the stories of the Canaanite and 
Sumerian goddesses through whom she reasserts her own 
feminine identity and erotic existence.

Shin Shifra’s poetic language delves deeply into many levels 
of the Hebrew language – both ancient and contemporary.  
She succeeds in fusing the great linguistic spectrum with 
an artist’s hand and in achieving her own individual palette 
of colors.

Her first poems were published at the beginning of the 
50s, and the 60s saw the issue of collections of poems 
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called ‘A Woman’s Song’ and ‘The Next Step’, in which she 
endeavors to define her personal feminine experiences.

A book of her translations of poetry of the ancient East 
‘Bayamim Harekhokim Hahem’ (In Those Distant Days) is her
important contribution to the regenerating Hebrew culture;
here she enables the reader to encounter sources of 
ancient Sumerian and Akkadian culture from which the 
Jewish cultural world was also fashioned.

Her book of poems, ‘A Woman Who Practices How to Live’,
is a brave revelation of her poetic dilemmas and her never-
ending attempt at defining the contemporary feminine 
essence.”  

This may be considered the exotic moment in this cycle.
The composer interprets the truth about the loss of innocence 
through Israeli Shin Shifra’s words, in the atmosphere of a 
family circle – presented with a somewhat oriental flavor 
as part of the present-day Israeli experience.

In the first song singer Yahli Toren takes on the voice of a 
young girl – even though it is the mother who speaks to her 
young daughter.  Mother and daughter are both portrayed 
in Yahli’s spirited theatricality, following after Shin Shifra: I 
am the mother, and, in my naiveté have given you a heart 
of gold, and you, my daughter – less naïve than I am – have 
not found it necessary to thank me.
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In the second song, the exoticism depicting Israel’s oriental 
aspect increases: the family relaxes, lounging on the grass 
and passing around a narghile among themselves. This is 
nothing but an illusion: the serenity of a family observed by
others as an idyll may conceal depths of unseen dislike, since 
– nothing is as it seems.  It happens in summer apparently, 
on the grass… Yahli Toren’s voice seems to paint whirls 
of narghile smoke in the humid air, and her penetrating 
soprano voice flows out into space like a jet plane cutting 
through the clear blue sky.

And the score?

Exotic Israeli impressionism, the composer endeavoring to 
define the style which came to mind spontaneously after 
reading the text.

In the first song, long unisono lines ascend and descend 
in range and dynamics, enabling the singer to indulge in 
much theatricality.

In the second song, great liberty is taken in the matter of 
contrasts between very dense chords in the piano four-
hands and the singer’s clear line made up of recitative-
like fragments of a single tone held for a long duration 
– glissandi hinting at amazement – sharp ascents or 
noticeably static moments, all this serving Shin Shifra’s 
words, sentence after sentence.
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Shifra’s poetic syntax is mixed, unclear, veering purposefully 
towards vagueness, while the music makes a clear 
differentiation between sentences and words.

Poetry and Music: Six composers set

Shin Shifra’s poems to music;

Auditorium of the Levinsky College, Tel Aviv

One could not but marvel last evening at the seriousness with 

which six Israeli composers, each in his/her own way, treated 

the works of an Israeli poet.  The six are Tsippi Fleischer 

(whose song “Family Idyll” served as an impressive and 

promising opening to the whole concert)….

       

    Hagai Hitron

    Ha’aretz 21.1.2002
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Now we pass on to the fine poetry of poets writing in 
a number of European languages, with the lyric – yet 

dramatic – soprano of Marina Levitt.
 The next three songs were performed consecutively 
in their world premiere at a special conference held 
in the Levinsky College of Education under the title: 

‘Multi-Culturalism in Music Education’ and presented in 
a concert with explanations given by the composer.
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9     Above the Roof the Sky is Fair
  opus 52 / Song No. 3  © 2001-2002  8:18
      Words: Paul Verlaine (in French)
      Marina Levitt, soprano
      Irina Poliakov, pianist

	

The Small Auditorium (Hall B) in the Levinsky College of Education, Tel Aviv, July 7, 2002, in 

the event entitled ‘Multi-Culturalism in Music Education’. 

Sound and recording engineer: Yaacov Aviram

Paul Verlaine
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Le ciel est, par-dessus le toit *

Le ciel est, par-dessus le toit,
Si bleu, si calme!
Un arbre, par-dessus le toit,
Berce sa palme.

La cloche, dans le ciel qu’on voit,
Doucement tinte.
Un oiseau sur l’arbre qu’on voit
Chante sa plainte.

Mon Dieu, mon Dieu, la vie est là.
Simple et tranquille.
Cette paisible rumeur-là
Vient de la ville.

- Qu’as-tu fait, ô toi que voilà
Pleurant sans cesse,
Dis, qu’as-tu fait, toi que voilà,
De ta jeunesse?

              Paul Verlaine
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Above the Roof the Sky is Fair

Above the roof the sky is fair;
Blue, calm, serene.
A tree branch sways… The sky is fair,
Tranquil the scene.
A bell, in that sky, fills the air
With sweet content.
A bird, in that tree, fills the air
With sad lament.
My God, my God, out there… That’s where
Real life is found.
A simple town… And everywhere,
Its gentle sound.
“What have you done, you, weeping there
Your endless tears?
Tell me, what have you done, you there,
With youth’s best years?”
Translation: Norman R. Shapiro

		 																															

* From ‘One Hundred 
and one poems by Paul 
Verlaine’, translated by 
Norman R. Shapiro. The 
University of Chicago 
Press, © 1909
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Paul Verlaine  was born in 1844 in the city of Metz, 
France, and died in Paris in 1896.   He was one of the 
founders of the Symbolist movement in French poetry.  His 
poetry is wonderfully refined, lyrical, musical.  
From his first period, the ‘Poèmes saturniens’ (Saturnine 
Poems), 1866, and his first book ‘Romances sans paroles’ 
(Romances without Words) of the 70s are well-known; 
‘Sagesse’ (Wisdom) falls into the second period.

Verlaine’s naïve, childlike serenity relies on utopian 
descriptions of sky, roof, tree, bell and bird, all taken from 
urban scenes.  This is how a child sees things, or how we 
want to remember the world of our childhood.
And suddenly – we are overtaken by sadness.  “What have 
you done, you there, with youth’s best years?”
Thus, when Verlaine leaves all the symbols clearly visible, we 
are amazed at the revelation: while something appalling has 
happened suddenly, we find we are questioning ourselves 
within this statement of the passing of innocence. 

The many objects mentioned in the poem are treated 
musically with full attention to the pictorial potential: 
orchestral ideas are already concealed in the piano part 
(solos for flute, oboe, accompanying harp and so on). Each 
group of descriptive words is preceded by an instrumental 
introduction.
With the last verse of the poem the pastoral scene is 
transformed into a fragile, heartbreaking picture, the 
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objects previously described now renounced in favor of the 
expression of emotion. 
For the end, all types of motifs are simultaneously abandoned.

Marina Levitt moves easily between all these: she swoops 
to heights lyrically, sings the song of the bird or the rustling 
of the branches on the one hand, and on the other, in 
her more dramatic vocal rhetoric – the accomplished 
opera singer coming to the fore – emphasizes the anguish 
inherent in the poem. 

Tsippi Fleischer: “Paul Verlaine’s French together with the 
impressionist flavor of his poem drew me most naturally 
to pay homage to Debussy – one of my loves; this can be 
discerned both in the distinctive use of a whole-tone scale 
and in a quotation from his music”:

Le petit berger (The Little Shepherd)
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10    Waltz of the Devil (Bereaved)
  opus 52 / Song No. 4  © 2001-2002  2:16
      Words: Esther Kunda - 'Bereaved' (in English)
      Marina Levitt, soprano
      Irina Poliakov, pianist

Esther Kunda
	

The Small Auditorium (Hall B) in the Levinsky College of Education, Tel Aviv, July 7, 2002, in 

the above-mentioned event entitled ‘Multi-Culturalism in Music Education’.

Sound and recording engineer: Yaacov Aviram
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Bereaved

I’m in mourning
for dead hopes.
I’m wearing black
under my eyes
from long hours of vigil
at the bedside
of dying dreams.
And in the end
it matters little
when hopes and dreams and bones
lie buried side by side.
But, oh, the pity
there’s nothing now!

          Esther Kunda
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Esther Kunda  was born and raised in South Africa in a 
strongly Zionist-oriented family with Hebrew-speaking ex-
Lithuanian parents.  Her hometown, Oudtshoorn, was known 
as the ‘Jerusalem of South Africa’.  After completing her 
Bachelor of Arts degree at the University of Cape Town,
she immigrated to Israel, arriving shortly after the declaration 
of the State.
A year later she married Menahem Kunda, a lawyer, originally 
from Poland, and raised a family.
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Testimony from Tsippi Fleischer’s diary

Frankfurt, 20.6.2006

Written during the preparation of the booklet for this 
double album

“During a period of deep distress at the unwillingness of 
actor/singer Doron Tavori to fulfill the role of Cain onstage 
in my opera Cain and Abel, I was already completely involved 
in the compositional process of this song-cycle (2002).  I 
found this wonderful poem in Esther Kunda’s writings, giving 
expression to a feeling of grief with poetic intensity.

A deep disappointment is concealed in the guise of a waltz.

The waltz motif is borrowed from the central motif of Scene 
3 in my opera Cain and Abel, a scene of which Doron was 
particularly fond and which he sang very well while we were 
recording the opera-in-production, preceding its staging 
in Israel.”

From an early age she has written poetry in English, 
expressing the spectrum of emotions of a woman making 
her way through life.  Her works have been published in 
many poetry collections in English-speaking countries as 
well as in the Israeli journal ‘Voices’.  A collection of her 
poems is now in preparation.
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The Small Auditorium (Hall B) in the Levinsky College of Education, Tel Aviv, July 7, 2002, in 

the above-mentioned event entitled 'Multi-Culturalism in Music Education’.

Sound and recording engineer: Yaacov Aviram

11    Buy Onions
  opus 52 / Song No. 5  © 2001-2002  1:41
      Words: Genrix Sapgir (in Russian)
      Marina Levitt, soprano
      Irina Poliakov, pianist

Genrix Sapgir
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Kupite Łuk

kupite łuk, kupite łuk
pitrushku ’imarkofku
kupite nashudevačku
shałunyu ’i płutofku

ninužen nam ziloniy łuk
pitrushka ’imarkofka
nužna nam tolka devačka
shałunya ’i płutofka

       Genrix (Henry) Sapgir

Buy Onions

Buy onions, buy onions
Carrots, parsley!
Buy our daughter
The mischievous brat

We don’t need green onions
Carrots, parsley
Just give us the girl 
The mischievous brat!

Genrix (Henry) Sapgir
Translation: Gila Abrahamson

Genrix (Henry) Sapgir  – poet and translator in Russian.  
He was born in 1928 in Bisk, Siberia, and died in Moscow in 
1999.  He was one of the poets of protest in the 60s in the 
Soviet Union.
The best of his poems and plays for children have been 
published, as also his translations from Yiddish and German 
and his texts used for animated movies.
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Next we are confronted by a pure, beautiful, innocent 
world; with the Tölz youths we breathe in the optimism 

of life’s very beginning – 

This is black humor. 

The little girl’s parents, somewhere far away in the steppes 
of Asiatic Russia, live under difficult circumstances.  In the 
atmosphere of a busy, rowdy, teeming market, the parents 
are about to sell their young daughter, the child at the 
beginning of her life.  The happy mood is nothing but a 
mask, the terrible truth concealed behind it.
In the noisy dialogue between sellers (parents) and buyers, 
the latter are planning to buy the girl, not the onions.  They 
disappear with her.  Both the singing and accompaniment 
on the piano portray the noise, since the piano is treated 
basically somewhat like a percussion instrument.

Tsippi Fleischer:
“I approached the setting of this harsh text as a theatrical 
scene in every respect.  As a theatrical presentation?  An 
opera?  Not important.  We survive surrounded by the 
vitality of life’s trials and tribulations.  Have we, as parents, 
ever considered the possibility of selling off the small child 
we have brought into the world?”

Please refer to the beginning of the notes for voice and 
piano on pp. 145-146.
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Recording: ‘The Baroque Hall’, Benedictine Monastery Estate, Bavaria, October 3, 2006

Sound engineer: Bernhard Mahne

Recording technician: Rudolf Hochrein

12

ANCIENT LOVE  opus 67  © 2006  7:39

For Boys’ Choir and Lute
Words: The Song of Songs and Ancient Love-Songs (in biblical 
Hebrew, Medieval German, 18th century French, Palestinian 
Arabic dialect)
The Tölz Boys’ Choir 
Axel Wolf, lute 
Conductor: Gerhard Schmidt-Gaden
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Phonetics of the Hebrew
Shir hashirim ’asher lishlomo;
yishakeni minshikot pihu, ki tovim-dodekha 
miyayin.

Des Minnesangs Frühling
Dû bist mîn, ich bin dîn.
Des solt dû gewis sîn. 
Dû bist beslozzen    
in mînem herzen. 

A Bergerette
Que ne suis-je la fougère
Où, sur la fin d’un beau jour,  
Se repose ma bergère.

Phonetics of the Arabic
ya nari ya nari dal una
rahu-l-haba’ib wala wadd una
ya nari ya nari dal una 
min ma ghibtum wana mahzuna

The Song of Songs 1, 1-2
The Song of Songs, which is Solomon’s.
Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth:
for thy love is better than wine.

The Minnesingers' Spring (anonymous)
You are mine, I am thine.
This you should surely know.
You are locked away 
In my heart.

A Bergerette (Words: Riboute)
Were I but the moss on which,
At the end of a lovely day,
My shepherdess reposes.
*  Bergerette = a little song sung by shepherds.

         Translation: Gila Abrahamson

Solo Lute Interlude

Palestinian Folksong
My fire, O my fire, my fire is a coquette. 
Ever since you went away,   
My fire, O my fire, my fire is a coquette. 
How sad I am.
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Testimony from Tsippi Fleischer’s diary

Munich, 3.10.2006

         From the composer’s diary, written during the
       preparation of the booklet for this double album

“The ancient love songs deal in a direct manner with the
primitive emotions common to all mankind – joy, 
disappointment, yearning, enthusiasm, despair…In the depths 
of our heart each one of us understands these so well.

The shepherds’ world, where every feeling of love is 
connected to scenes of nature, the oriental lover whose 
love is likened to swirling flames of fire, or the German lover 
from days gone by who imprisons his mistress in his heart 
as if under lock and key… 

All the descriptions in the various texts of this work 
reinforce the emotional experience which may be enjoyed 
in very different cultural worlds.

Even in the Jewish Bible – there is no denying the force of 
love, even though, with the passing of time, the Song of 
Songs has come to be interpreted with religious symbolism. 

During my stay in Germany during the European premiere of
Medea (April 2004, Oper Köln), a number of colleagues 
suggested that I compose a work of this sort; and indeed, 
ideas started coming to me.  Then the opportunity arose 
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for me to include the Tölz Boys’ Choir’s commissioned 
performance in this double album. The period of composition 
took place in July/August 2006, during the Second 
Lebanese War.  The pure, fresh spirit spilling over into the 
whole world from these boys’ amazing performances is 
most suitable for what I chose for this work.  I added the 
lute to their voices, which is just what the work’s musical 
style called for, combining the textures of organum, 
mixtures of perfect chords, and monody, all of these 
coming together in unusual tonal contexts. 

Every moment of interaction with the choir was a treat for
me.  The choir members performing this work of mine are all
of soloist caliber.  From the moment they started to study 
the work and prepare it on their own, I had already forged a 
strong bond with the choir and its conductor, so that when
I met up with them we could devote most of the time to
delving into each musical detail as well as into the deeper
significance of the work. Incredible concentration 
throughout and extremely strong discipline were devoted 
to every note of mine.”
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Tsippi	Fleischer	during	rehearsals	with	the
Tölz	Boys'	Choir	in	Munich,	October	1,	2006
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The lute – which developed from a six-double-stringed 
instrument to one of 14 double strings – has a goblet-shaped 
body, similar to the ‘ud.  It was in use from the Middle Ages 
to the Baroque period. In the 16th century it was the most 
important instrument for accompanying and solo playing; 
here it also serves as an accompanist to the soloists of 
the Tölz Boys’ Choir. The lute still stars in concerts of 
ancient music; in recent years it has regained some of its 
prominence in the composition of contemporary music.

The venue chosen for recording this work is endowed with 
a special atmosphere because of the wonderful acoustics 
in a church which is also a concert hall. This is the ‘Baroque Hall’, 
in the heart of the Benedictine Monastery in North Bavaria.
The Estate was built in the second half of the 17th century 
and the best artists of the period participated in its design 
in the Baroque style. Since the beginning of the 18th century 
the Estate has also been widely used for secular purposes.  
Today it encompasses within its walls two universities 
teaching philosophy and theology and a special institution 
for hosting young people. 

My thanks go to the wonderful young people. And special 
thanks to the conductor, educator and idealist, Prof. 
Gerhard Schmidt-Gaden.
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The Tölz Boys’ Choir and their conductor Prof. 
Gerhard Schmidt-Gaden. This choir, considered to 
be the best of its kind in the world today, enjoys a very 
special life-style.  It was established in 1956 by conductor 
and expert in voice production, Gerhard Schmidt-Gaden.

In a world of modernity, the Tölz boys have succeeded in 
internalizing an old, magnificent musical culture through 
which they enrich concert halls and bring much joy to their 
many admiring listeners.

The choir was established and is centered in Bad Tölz, 
Bavaria, with a strong emphasis on the connection 
between education and art.  It is supported by the State 
and the city.  Today Gerhard Schmidt-Gaden together 
with another six choir conductors and experts in voice 
production lead about 200 children on their path to the 
apex of technical and musical ability in both choir and solo 
singing.  The children, who come from Munich and all of 
North Bavaria, are accepted for studies from the age of 
six, and from the age of nine they begin to participate in 
concerts.  Each child receives one private lesson and two 
choir lessons per week so that a number of ensembles 
and choirs are formed continuously.  The joy of music 
in a spontaneous atmosphere, the creativity of all the 
conductor-teachers influencing the young choristers, 
all these combine with the objective of gaining maximum 
professionalism and the highest degree of vocal technique. 
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Their wide repertoire covers works from the Middle Ages to
contemporary music, from religious music (Baroque and onwards) 
to folksongs.  A special emphasis is placed on religious works and 
their authentic presentation, both vocally and instrumentally.  
The young singers’ high level of performance makes it possible 
for them to appear as soloists in opera houses even while they 
are members of the choir (for example, the Tölz Boys have often 
performed the role of ‘The Three Youths’ in Mozart’s ‘Magic Flute’).  

The choir has traveled extensively on concert tours to many 
countries: to Japan, China, Israel, Britain, France, Italy, Spain, 
Poland, Belgium, Poland, Austria, Switzerland and the United States.  
It has sung under the baton of many of the great conductors – 
Abbado, Bernstein, Barenboim, Celebidache, Maazel, von Karajan, 
Muti, Solti – in opera and oratorio productions at well-known 
festivals, always to outstanding reviews.

Gerhard Schmidt-Gaden was born in 1937. His wide-ranging musical
studies include a degree in conducting from the Music Academy
in Munich, a period in Leipzig under the direction of Kurt Thomas 
and, his main achievement, according to him, was his 25-year 
collaboration with Karl Orff, crowned by the recording of the entire 
‘Orff’sche Schulwerk’ (The Orff Approach) with the Tölz Boys’ Choir. 

Gerhard Schmidt-Gaden continues the outstanding tradition of 
involvement in music education: he was a pupil of Karl Orff, in 
turn the pupil of Heinrich Kaminsky (1886-1946).  Regarded as 
a specialist in oratorio conducting, he was invited to conduct 
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in a number of festivals (Bach Festival in England, Bach and 
Mozart festivals in Germany, Austria and Italy); he also served 
as an expert professor/educator in the field of voice production 
for children in Austria (Mozarteum, Salzburg), Italy (La Scala, Milan)
Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Austria, Italy, South Africa
and Japan.  His professional approach to the voice, both of 
children and adults, and the integration of methods of voice 
production from the past and the present, is summarized in his 
book ‘Wege der Stimmbildung’ (Ways of Voices Forming) which was 
published in 1992 (second edition 2003), by Hieber Press, Munich.

After having been immersed, although very briefly, in the 
atmosphere of European cultural roots – we move on to 
the world of author Sami Michael, a world of the Near 

East in Israel and beyond its borders.  The two following 
works were created as a consequence of the composer’s 

close connection with this important writer, a Jew of Iraqi 
extraction, who lives in Haifa.

Both works display the distinctive stylistic gestures 
characteristic of Fleischer’s work since the song-cycle 

"Girl Butterfly Girl", 1977, and the cantata "Like Two 
Branches", 1989, (both to literary Arabic texts): open 

musical forms, reduced harmonies, sighing glissandi.  This 
is the Arab Orient facet of her style in which she has made 

her mark as a contemporary composer of art music.
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THE MOTHER (after Sami Michael)
opus 65  © 2005 4:59

For Contralto and 4 Flutes
Words: Rahel Yona-Michael after Sami Michael’s ‘Pigeons at 
Trafalgar Square’ (in Hebrew and Arabic)
Hadas Gur, contralto, soloist
Wendy Eisler-Kashi, Ori Schneour, Hagit Parnas, Gili Schwarzman - 
flutes

	

Recording: Kfar Saba, September 27, 2005

Sound and recording engineer: Yaacov Aviram

Premiere onstage: the event launching Sami Michael’s book ‘Pigeons at Trafalgar Square’, 

September 27, 2005, in “The Grape Man – A Wine Center”, Jaffa.

Tsippi Fleischer,
Rahel Yona-Michael 
and Sami Michael on 
the evening of the 
premiere
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Sami Michael and the novel ‘Pigeons at Trafalgar Square’
The author Sami Michael was born in Baghdad, capital of
Iraq, in August 1926, named Sallah Menasse, son of a 
merchant. He grew up and was educated in a mixed 
neighborhood of Jews, Muslims and Christians.  At the age 
of 15 he joined the Iraq communist underground and was 
active in Human Rights activities.  When he was 17 he
began to write for the underground press; after a warrant 
was issued for his arrest he fled to Iran at the age of 
21 and continued with leftist activities.  After acquiring 
an identity card under the name of Sami Michael he 
immigrated to Israel in 1949. First he settled in Jaffa, later 
in Haifa.

On arrival in Israel he published articles in the Arabic 
dailies.  In 1956 he began to work as a water surveyor for 
the Israel Hydrology Authority.  He is a graduate of Haifa 
University in psychology and Arabic literature. 

Sami Michael’s writing is influenced by the experiences 
of his youth and by the human landscape of which he 
is part. His style is clear, direct, lacking in symbolism, 
breathing authenticity and personal involvement.  

In ‘Storm among the Palms’, a story for young readers, he 
tells of a Jewish youth in the alleys of Baghdad, a world 
of magic and menace, of mischievousness, street fights, 
cheerless love and confrontation with hooligans. ‘Tin Shacks 
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and Dreams’ deals with the lives of adolescents and adults
in a neglected ‘ma’abara’ (transit camp) during the first 
days of the State of Israel.

‘Storm among the Palms’ was awarded the Ze’ev Prize for 
children’s literature.  In 1982 he won the Prime Minister’s 
Prize for Hebrew Writers.  In 1992 Michael was awarded 
the Hans Christian Andersen Prize in Berlin for his books 
written for youth.  His works have been translated into 
many languages; they have been adapted for the theatre 
– ‘Khatsotsra bavadi’ (A Trumpet in the Wadi) – and for 
television and movies.

Since the autumn of 2001 he has served as president of 
the Association of Civil Rights in Israel.

Rahel Yona, Sami Michael’s wife, became acquainted with 
him as a high school pupil who admired his ‘All Men Are 
Equal, But Some Are More’.  About ten years ago they were 
married.  Born in Haifa, she holds a degree in psychology 
and education from the Open University; she worked as a 
journalist on the supplement of the weekly ‘Dvar Hashavua’ 
from the beginning of the 90s until it was closed down, 
and was at the same time one of the contributors to the 
newspaper ‘Hapatish’ (The Hammer), known at the time as 
an ‘aggressive social newspaper’ which served as a forum 
for the formation of a new eastern dialogue.  Today she has 
continued to write while being closely involved in the world 
in which Sami Michael lives.
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About the book ‘Pigeons at Trafalgar Square’ – the background 
to the art song The Mother:

Sami Michael says he dedicated the book ‘to all mothers 
who are the Promised Land of the human race’.   Below is 
the outline of the book.*

Ze’ev Epstein, a wealthy, successful Israeli man, devoted 
son to his mother, a fear-ridden Holocaust survivor, 
suddenly discovers that he was actually an adopted son 
whose Palestinian parents fled from Haifa in 1948.  He was 
left behind in his cradle in the turmoil of flight.  From a 
certain standpoint Ze’ev is the second generation of the 
Holocaust as well as of the Palestinians’ Nakba, and he 
does everything in his power to bear this impossible double 
burden with love and courage.  After his biological mother, 
Nabila, rediscovers him and enters his life, a wonderful 
relationship of warmth and empathy is formed between 
them, while the bitter Israeli-Palestinian reality continues 
with its routine of occupation on the one hand and terror 
on the other.  Michael’s unique multicultural experience 
enables him to raise many trenchant points regarding the 
two nations living on this bleeding earth, and he does this 
as ever with the hand of a sensitive, deeply involved artist.

In the art song, the Palestinian mother turns to her son 
after their first meeting, greatly distressed by their lack of 
communication of many years' standing.

		 																															
* It may be considered 
a continuation of the 
story by the Arab author 
and journalist (born in 
Acre) Ghassan Kanafani; 
as a refugee in 1948 he 
got to Damascus and in 
1955 moved via Kuwait 
to Beirut where he lived 
until his death in 1972.
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H. = Hebrew
A. = Arabic

 The Mother
H. Ibni* Badir, behind the wall
A. My son Badir, behind the wall
H. You should know, you have a brother and a sister
A. You should know, you have a brother and a sister
 Karim and Sana
H. I wanted to tell you in Arabic
 Yesterday they killed your father
A. They killed your father, they killed your father
H. Shots were heard from every direction
A. My dear son
H. They tore you from me
 I talk to you in a strange language, not
 in the language in which I suckled you
A. I talk to you in a strange language, not
 in the language in which I suckled you
H. A strange language twists my tongue
 The mother tongue is the language of emotion
A. The mother tongue is the language of the heart
H. I want to see you again once more
A. Shall I see you again once more?
H. Ibni Badir, behind the wall
A. My son Badir, behind the wall
H. So near and yet so unattainable
A. So near and yet so unattainable
                        Translation: Gila Abrahamson

		 																															

* Ibni (Arabic) = my son
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ָהֵאם
ִאּבְנִי ַּבִדיר ֵמעֵבֶר לַחֹוָמה
ִאּבְנִי ַּבִדיר וַוַראַא-לְַּבאּבְ

ֵּתַדע, יֵׁש לְָך ָאח וְָאחֹות
לַּכַ ַאח -ֹון וַואּוח -תֹון

ּכִַרים וַוַסנַא

ָרִציִתי לְַסּפֵר לְָך ּבְעְַרִבית,
ֶאְתמֹול ָהְרגּו ֶאת ָאִביָך

ַקַטלּו ַאָּבאּכָ, ַקַטלּו ַאָּבאּכָ
יְִרּיֹות נְִׁשְמעּו ּבְכָל ָמקֹום

ִאּבְנִי-לְעַזִיז
ִהפְִקיעּו אֹוְתָך ִמֶּמּנִי

ֲאַדּבֵר ִאְּתָך ּבְָׂשפָה זָָרה, ֹלא
ַּבָּׂשפָה ֶׁשֵהינְַקִּתי אֹוְתָך

ִריַּבֵתין ֵתין ר ַ- ַאַתּכַללַמּו ַמעַּכָ ִּבילֹור -ַ
תי ַאללִַתי ַאְרדּ ַעְתּוּכָ ִאייָאָהה וַולַיְַסה ִּבללּור -ַ

ָׂשפָה זָָרה ְמעַּוֶֶתת ֶאת לְׁשֹונִי,
ְׂשפַת ֵאם ִהיא ְׂשפַת ָהֶרגֶש

ִתי-לְַקלְּבְ ִתי-לְאּום ִהיא לּור -ַ לּור -ַ

רֹוָצה לְִראֹוְתָך ׁשּוב ּפַעַם ַאַחת
ָרא ַהאל ַסאַרּכָ ַמרָרָתן אּוח -ְ

ִאּבְנִי ַּבִדיר ֵמעֵבֶר לַחֹוָמה
إبني بدير وراء الباب

ּכָל-ּכָך ָקרֹוב וְכָל ּכְָך ִּבלְִּתי מּוָׂשג
ָקִריּבּון גִ'ידדָן וַוַס ֹ עְּבֻ ַאל-ַמנַאל

قريب جدا وصعب املنال

Phonetics

H. ’ibni badir me‘ever lakhoma
A. ’ibni badir wara’a-l-bab

H. teda‘, yesh lekha ’akh ve’akhot
A. laka ’akhon wa’ukhton
           karim wasana

H. ratsiti lesaper lekha be‘arvit,
 ’etmol hargu ’et ’avikha
A. katalu ’abaka, katalu ’abaka
H. yeriyot nishme‘u bekhol makom

A. ’ibni-l-‘aziz
H. hifki‘u ’otkha mimeni  
 ’adaber ’itkha besafa zara, lo
 basafa shehenakti ’otkha
A. ’atakallamu ma‘aka bilughaten gharibaten
 walaysa billughati-’llati ’arda‘tuka ’iyyaha

H. safa zara me‘avetet ’et leshoni,
 sfat ’em hi sfat haregesh
A. lughati-l-’um hiya lughati-l-kalb

H. rotsa lir’otkha shuv pa‘am ’akhat
A. hal sa-raka marratan ’ukhra

H. ’ibni badir me‘ever lakhoma
A. ’ibni badir wara’a-l-bab
H. kol kakh karov vekol kakh bilti musag
A. karibun židdan wasa‘bu ’al-manal
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Tsippi Fleischer:
“The basis of the sound is the Hijaz maqam with the warm, 
deep contralto voice joined by the murmur of four flutes, 
accompanying the singing like a flurry of wind, portraying 
emotion, pain, many shades of weeping, strong yearning.  
Even the sound of gunshots can be discerned together 
with spontaneous outpourings of the overwrought mother.

The work was composed especially for the voice of the 
soloist Hadas Gur, and was commissioned by Rahel Yona-
Michael, the author’s wife, for its premiere performance 
at an event launching Sami Michael’s book ‘Pigeons at 
Trafalgar Square’.  Its composition proved an exciting 
and moving experience for me in April 2005, while I was in 
Vienna attending the European premiere of my opera Cain 
and Abel.”

On December 1, 2005, the work was performed once again –
with the identical ensemble as at its premiere – at an 
evening seminar in the precincts of Beit Bialik in honor of 
the publication of author Sami Michael’s book ‘Pigeons at 
Trafalgar Square’.

The atmosphere becomes even more ‘orientalized’ –
in the following operatic piece.
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VICTORIA AND THE MEN (after Sami Michael)
opus 56a  © 2001/2005  6:12
For Female Vocalist and 8 Men: 4 Guitarists, 3 Percussionists, Cellist
Libretto: Roni Keinan (in Hebrew)
Soloist: Ayelet Amots
Conductor: Doron Salomon
Guitarists: Itamar Nahir, Roi Zakai, Nimrod Gilboa, Oded Even-Or 
Drummers/percussionists: Amir Lavie, Tzvika Feldfogel, Ariel Gueijman
Cellist: Raz Kohn

From 'Victoria and 
the Men' onstage in 
the world premiere,
May 21, 2006.

	

A section from the complete opera, Victoria; the male instrumentalists also sing and act.
Recording: Auditorium of the Israel Conservatory of Music (Stricker), Tel Aviv, May 20, 2006
Sound and recording engineer: Yaacov Aviram
The world premiere onstage: Auditorium of the Israel Conservatory of Music (Stricker),
Tel Aviv, May 21, 2006, in a special concert devoted to Fleischer’s works.
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On the bridge
Ensemble (Victoria and all onstage)

A woman without a man 
No one needs you
[I tore her]
Throw your soul away
Throw your body away
[A woman]  Without fire
Victoria

Victoria
Enough!

Instrumental interlude

In the birth room
Ensemble (Victoria + all the rest)
Victoria – Arietta

Mariam, Mariam, come back Mariam
Don’t throw her into the water, Mariam
To where have you brought me, Raphael
To where have you dragged me, you son of the Devil?
Hot coals will burn my eyes every time I see
A little boy for the rest of my life

The Men
Bring her a draft to calm her down – she is burning

Instrumental interlude

Victoria
A son!

Vocalise (without words; she cries for joy)

             Translation: Gila Abrahamson
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על	הגשר
אנסמבל	)כולם	+	ויקטוריה(

ִאָּׁשה לְֹלא ִאיׁש
ֵאין ָּבְך צֶֹרְך

]ָקַרעְִּתי אֹוָתּה[
ַהְׁשלִיִכי נַפְֵׁשְך
ַהְׁשלִיִכי ּגּופְֵך

]ִאָּׁשה[ לְֹלא ֵאׁש
וִיְקטֹוְריָה

ויקטוריה
ּדַי

אינטרלוד	כלי

בלידה,	בחדר
אנסמבל	)ויקטוריה		+	כולם(

ויקטוריה	-	ארייטה
ַמְריַם, ַמְריַם, ִחזְִרי ַמְריַם

ַאל ַּתְׁשלִיִכי אֹוָתּה לַּיָם, ַמְריַם
לְָאן ֵהבֵאָת אֹוִתי ַרפֵַאל

לְָאן ָמַׁשכְָּת אֹוִתי יַא ּבֶן-ָׂשָטן
ּגֶָחלִים יִצְְרבּו ֶאת עֵינַי ּכְְׁשֶאְרֶאה

יֶלֶד ָקָטן ּכָל יְֵמי ַחּיַי
הגברים

ָהִביאּו ִׁשּקּוי ֶׁשּיְַרּגִיעַ רּוָחּה, ּכֻּלָּה ּבֹועֶֶרת

אינטרלוד	כלי

ויקטוריה
ּבֵן

ווקאליזה	)ללא	מילים;	בוכה	מאושר(

Phonetics

’isha lelo ’ish    
’eyn bakh tsorekh
[kara‘ti ’ota]    
hashlikhi nafshekh    
hashlikhi gufekh    
[’isha] lelo ’esh    
viktoria     

dai     

maryam, maryam, khizri maryam   
’al tashlikhi ’ota layam, maryam   
le’an heveta ’oti  rafa’el   
le’an mashakhta ’oti ya ben-satan  
gekhalim yitsrevu ’et ‘eynai  kshe’er’e  
yeled katan kol yemey khayai   

havi’u shikuy sheyargi‘a rukha, kula bo‘eret

ben!
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Roni Keinan , the librettist of Victoria, holds a first degree 
in theater studies from Tel Aviv University, a Master’s from 
Haifa University, and she has recently returned to Tel Aviv 
University for her doctorate.

Ms. Keinan Ben-Kiki established the ‘Hai-Poh’ Theater under 
the auspices of Haifa Theater and has been its director 
during the past 18 years of its activities. She has written a 
number of original plays among which are ‘Sulamot Ya’acov’ 
(Jacob’s Ladders) which deals with the subject of dreams
in the Israeli experience and ‘Ir Hamadreygot’ (City of Steps), 
focusing on the conflicts arising from clashes of culture 
when the State of Israel was established. She has adapted 
many plays of the standard theater repertoire, such as: 
‘Sandlarita’ after Lorca’s ‘The Shoemaker’s Wife’, Orwell’s 
‘Animal Farm’, ‘The Millionairess’ after Dürrenmatt’s ‘The Visit’, 
‘Kulam mekhakim leGodot’ (Everyone is waiting for Godot) 
after Beckett’s ‘Waiting for Godot’, ‘Namer Basha’ar’ (Tiger 
at the Gate) after Jean Giraudoux’s ‘The Trojan War Will 
Not Happen Again’, ‘Hanefesh Hatova’ (The Good Soul) after 
Brecht’s ‘The Good Woman of Setzuan’.

Youth and adult workshops are active in the theater she 
established; as   Keinan says, the work-process always 
creates certain dynamics and develops creativity and self-
awareness.  Productions are staged with full cooperation 
between cast and director from all aspects.  The general 
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love of theater is what makes for commitment and impressive 
professional results.

The librettist, Roni Keinan, says of Victoria:
“I find the drama poetic.  What interested me was that 
the very vital, humane and colorful, image-filled oriental 
atmosphere in no way interfered with the dramatic potential.  
When all is said and done, this woman loves totally, is prepared 
to suffer, and is coping with her life – this is reflected in Sami 
Michael’s images; it all felt amazingly tangible and stimulating 
as far as I was concerned.” 

Tsippi Fleischer:
“As regards the‘ Hai-Poh’ theater productions that I have 
attended, it was Roni Keinan’s natural musicality (the 
rhythmic element especially) that convinced me; since she 
had already adapted many plays for the theater, she could 
now surely apply herself to the field of opera.”

Victoria, the refined young Jewish woman, born in Iraq
before the establishment of the State of Israel, is deserted
by her husband Raphael while carrying his child.  All the
women surrounding her had been jealous of her on account
of him.  Her surviving daughter mocks her ceaselessly; her 
mother is always cruel to her and the men around her add 
to her humiliation.  It is her inner strength that enables her 
to withstand all of this.  The fact that she gives birth to a 
son suddenly will cause her husband to return to her.
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The opera opens with the scene of Victoria walking over a 
bridge, a fugue of derisive male voices in the background.  
She joins in with shouts of despair.

An instrumental interlude leads to a change of mise-en-
scene; we now come upon her while she is in labor.  She is 
convinced that she will once more give birth to an accursed 
daughter and consequently begs her cousin Mariam not to 
throw the baby into the sea. She also voices her grievances 
against her faraway husband Raphael – ‘le’an heveta ’oti ya 
ben-satan’ (To where have you dragged me, you son of the 
Devil); she will surely give birth to another baby girl and then 
‘gekhalim yitsrevu ’et ‘eynai kshe’er’e yeled katan kol yemey 
khayai’ (hot coals will burn my eyes every time I see a little 
boy for the rest of my life).

During her labor the men in the room are now encouraging 
her in the moments of her intense effort – ‘havi’u shikuy 
sheyargi‘a rukha (Bring her a draft to calm her down); their 
past animosity has disappeared. The accelerando drumming 
marks the end of her labor.  And suddenly – it’s a son!

The concluding aria, a vocalise, comes immediately after 
the birth and brings the scene to an end with Victoria 
crying for joy.

The use of the operatic genre reinforces the feminist 
statement while the stylistic framework includes many 
oriental elements, both as regards the way of life in which 
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the story takes place and the accompanying musical style.  
The Hebrew language is interspersed with words in Arabic, 
all flowing above the basis of Arab rhythms.  The acoustic 
guitars reflect a world resplendent in color, reveling in 
imitations of the ‘ud and the qanun.  The harmonic tonus is 
one of hollow-sounding yet dissonant resonances.

The vocalist’s demanding glissandi are part of her dramatic 
expression while in the guitars they fulfill the role of producing 
quarter-tones (the mainstay of traditional Arab music).

Fleischer had been dreaming of composing Victoria as an 
entire chamber opera while working on a different opera 
– Cain and Abel (2001).  Inspired by Sami Michael’s well-
known novel, the complete libretto had been prepared by 
Roni Keinan; musical motifs already began to evolve.

It was a completely different subject from that of Cain and 
Abel.  There the drama took place between two men at the 
very beginning of earliest times.  Here the drama concerns a 
20th century Jewish woman in an alien oriental ambience.  
This is a subject that may well be pursued: consider for a 
moment the strength of another Jewish woman, Glikl of 
Hamlin, in Germany in 1645, who began to write her memoirs 
after the death of her husband, father of her 14 children…

The draft of the complete opera was prepared in an Arab
neighborhood in Paris, well into the phase of the composer’s 
life devoted to the writing of chamber operas.
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The producers of the Biennale for Contemporary Music in 
Tel Aviv and the Israel Music Festival in Jerusalem (October 
2002) chose to present the monumental subject of Cain 
and Abel in its world premiere rather than the intimate story 
of Victoria.

On her sixtieth birthday, five years after the work had been 
composed, an opportunity arose – in a concert devoted 
to Tsippi Fleischer’s compositions – to present a splendid 
fully-staged scene from the opera Victoria.  The section of 
the score of Victoria and the Men was then completed to 
the last detail.

Victoria speaks of Raphael (her husband) and Mariam (her 
cousin) who appear in the full opera.  She stands alone on 
the stage as a soloist among eight male instrumentalists, 
in a yellowish-bluish light, in an atmosphere evocative of 
evenings in Baghdad on a bridge over the Euphrates, or of 
the desert, a tent, rocks, shabby cushions and sheets for 
the mother-to-be…

Stage director Neta Amit-Moreau and designer Meirav 
Sedlinsky, both of the Israel Opera, were most enthusiastic 
about their part in the production. 

Tsippi Fleischer:
“Time has passed.  I am now deeply involved in the 
composition of Adapa, a grand opera to the words of an 
ancient myth.  It is to be sung entirely in Old Babylonian; 
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choruses and troupes of dancers will bring to life the 
mythological, universal heroes.  For me, Richard Wagner’s 
epic musical works epitomize the translation of ancient 
myths to operatic language – and these have inspired me 
to continue and increase my involvement in the ancient 
myths of the area in which I live – and which is considered 
to be the cradle of civilization.”

From the composer’s diary:
 “From flickers of optimism in "Victoria" to far too great 

a shock at life’s misery.  For a moment only. When 
struck with deep and undeniable disgust out of the 
blue one fine day, just when this album was almost 

completed, I felt the need to reopen it.  I had suddenly 
been confronted with the murkiest depths into which 
the human race can plunge.  I am making my scream 

heard.  "Abhorrence" is the lyricism of distress.”  
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Recording: Hall of The Israel Sinfonietta Beer Sheva, Municipal Conservatory of Music, 
September 6, 2007 
Sound and recording engineer: Yaacov Aviram

                    My father     my brother     they raped     me
  אֹוִתי         ָאנְסּו                ָאִחי                 ָאִבי

Phonetics            ’avi                     ’akhi                  ’ansu            ’oti

ABHORRENCE
opus 68  © 2007 1:56

A Miniature for String Orchestra and Soprano Voice 
of a Childlike Nature
Text: Tsippi Fleischer (in Hebrew)
The Israel Sinfonietta Beer Sheva
Voice: Tsippi Fleischer (speech and some singing)
Conductor: Doron Salomon
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Testimony from Tsippi Fleischer’s diary

Beer Sheva, 18-19.7.2007

Why it happened suddenly
“I was overcome by horror one day on hearing and reading 
in the media that a young girl had been raped by her father 
and her brother.  Still deeply affected, body and spirit still 
trembling from the immeasurable shock – I continued to 
hear of similar cases – in a matter of only a few months.  
I came to realize that this could happen at any given 
moment, anywhere, at any time.

I could find no rest – nor will I ever.  My life has changed.

Had I been born in any but human form, I would not have
created and said what I have created and said my whole
life – but I would not have reached this period of my life 
with so great a feeling of disgust. I was saved by my naiveté.
I have been fortunate to experience so much beauty.
But no longer is my naiveté able to protect me from this, 
or from the reality of the leadership shielding me in my 
own country. 

The human scream that I utter here as a total human being 
– this is the maximum that I am able to do, and strive to do 
as best I can.

If my scream has some reverberation as a starting-point,
at least I will have discharged some kind of moral obligation, 
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and a gateway to similar reactions in this vein will have 
been opened for each medium and each sector in its 
own language and with its own resources.   Perhaps 
the purest and most beautiful virginity – which human 
iniquity allowed itself to deface – will not be soiled again, 
and some small contribution will have been made to the 
betterment of the human condition.

I detest the human race to which I reluctantly belong.  
Horror is so great that it overwhelms all the good people 
on its way.

The compositional process - I wrote the nucleus of the 
event in four words in the first person – four words that 
represent the scarred girl’s speech; and chose the string 
orchestra in order to combine forces with the medium I 
conceive of as particularly strong and deeply expressive.

Aware of the openness of the Israel Sinfonietta Beer 
Sheva, and its music director and conductor Doron 
Salomon, and their willingness to accompany me step 
by step – I hastened to translate my scream into music.  
At that exact moment, quite amazingly, in the arid 
desert of the southern Negev, I met the daughter of a 
family of shepherds in present-day Israel, Nirit Navon, 
the archetypal natural human spirit that should not 
be touched by human nature with this evil intent.  Nirit 
became a sort of virtual model for inspiration.
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The piece itself - Four waves flow with the four words, and 
within them the words themselves.  ‘’Avi’ (my father), ‘’akhi’ 
(my brother) - profondo – were treated with the turmoil of 
low string lines, possibly indicating familial respect, possibly 
suspicion.  The act of the girl’s rape, the terrible energy 
which has changed my own world view – parlando – is 
expressed in unrestrained clashes in the whole orchestra, 
with the word ‘’ansu’ (they raped) entering the chaos.  

It took me some time to decide that the word ‘’oti’ (me) – 
lyricissimo – should not reflect the abyss but should rather 
express the touch of grace of the injured soul’s stance in 
her life-to-come.

The performance - I still insist that an act of rape such as
this should be unthinkable.  I have decided that I am 
prepared  that my physical voice should join forces against 
this impossible situation.

My thanks to the Israel Sinfonietta Beer Sheva, and to its 
manager, Ofer Sela.  They stood at attention when asked
to do so, played beautifully, and grasped the full meaning 
of what I set out to do.”
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16

	

Recording: Auditorium of the Israel Conservatory of Music (Stricker), Tel Aviv, July 7, 2006 

Sound and recording engineer: Yaacov Aviram

BONUS: BUY ONIONS   opus 64  © 2005 1:27
Version for Soprano and Instrumental Ensemble
(flute, oboe, horn, cello, xylophone)
Song No. 5 from the Song-Cycle LEAD LIFE   
Words: Genrix Sapgir (in Russian)
Merav Barnea, soprano, soloist
Doron Salomon, conductor
Dafna Itzhaki, flute
Tamar Inbar, oboe 
Chezi Nir, French horn
Raz Kohn, cello
Amir Lavie, xylophone

Illustration:
G. Zapolyansky
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Kupite Łuk

kupite łuk, kupite łuk
pitrushku ’imarkofku
kupite nashudevačku
shałunyu ’i płutofku

ninužen nam ziloniy łuk
pitrushka ’imarkofka
nužna nam tolka devačka
shałunya ’i płutofka

       Genrix (Henry) Sapgir

Buy Onions

Buy onions, buy onions
Carrots, parsley!
Buy our daughter
The mischievous brat

We don’t need green onions
Carrots, parsley
Just give us the girl 
The mischievous brat!

Genrix (Henry) Sapgir
Translation: Gila Abrahamson
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Genrix (Henry) Sapgir
About the poet and translator - see p. 110.

And now, the very different atmosphere of the concluding 
song (in Russian) of the cycle Lead Life in a version for 
soprano and instrumental ensemble.

Below is a list of the full ensemble chosen for the 
orchestration of the entire cycle:
Flute, alto flute, oboe, English horn, French horn, cello, harp, 
percussion (xylophone, glockenspiel, bell – to be chosen, 2-3 
gongs – to be chosen, sea shells, tambour).
The full version was prepared in 2005, commissioned by the 
Mishkenot Shaananim Music Center, Jerusalem, where it was
first performed in a live performance in March 2006 with
the soloist Na’ama Nazrati.  Here we have the one song,
recorded especially for this album-in-production.

Referring back to Track 11 of this CD, we have here a 
Russian family in a busy marketplace; from their vegetable 
stand the parents proclaim their wares to passersby: 
the sale of onions, carrots and parsley and also of their 
mischievous little daughter.  The buyers choose the 
mischievous girl and disappear with her.  

The atmosphere here, vital and theatrical, can be expressed
more harshly than previously because of the introduction
of instruments.  The excitement is in the participants’ singing 
(parents and buyers) and the melodic instruments which 
are all used percussively (with the xylophone predominant).  
The harmonies, rich in seconds, take us far away from art 
sound to folklore clamor. The instruments fill out the space, 
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creating, with their simple lines, a ‘folkish’ sound and staying 
close to the ‘tone giver’ – the xylophone, the percussive 
quality of which is more important here than the pitches it 
produces.  At a certain moment the singer adds a tambour
(as in the piano version).
Merav Barnea, an Israeli opera singer much in demand 
today, employs a vast variety of tone colors – from the high 
soprano operatic timbres to the lowest registers as well as 
guttural speech.

For a further perception of this version, here is the beginning 
of the song both for soprano and piano in the authoritative 
autograph score (a photograph of the composer’s manuscript) 
and autograph in the version for soprano accompanied by an
instrumental ensemble (computer graphics). As one proceeds 
in the instrumental set-up of this song, the ensemble 
becomes larger.

The composer’s manuscript, the original set-up for soprano and piano:

\
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Version for soprano and instrumental ensemble, published by 
the Israeli Music Center (IMC)

Kupite LukKupite Łuk
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PERFORMERS
In alphabetic order of surnames and performing bodies 
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Amots, Ayelet

Barnea, Merav 

Ben-Zaken, Etty

Borisova, Tanya 

Borshevsky, Ronen

Canellis-Olier, Costin 

Gur, Hadas 

Herzog, Orna

The Israel Kibbutz Choir
(conductor: Ronen 
Borshevsky)

The Israel Sinfonietta 
Beer Sheva (conductor: 
Doron Salomon)

James, Carolyn Grace

The Jerusalem 
Symphony Orchestra

Levitt, Marina 

Miller, Rebecca 

Nazrati, Na’ama 

Poliakov, Irina
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Rog-Nalgis, Roxana 

Salomon, Doron 

Schaechter, Dalia

Sheposhnikov, Ala (Rosalia) 

Steckler, Yishai

Tal , Barak

Tavori, Doron

The Tel Aviv Soloists Ensemble 
(conductor: Barak Tal)

The Thelma Yellin High School 
Choir (conductor: Yishai 
Steckler)

Toren, Yahli 

Wolf, Axel

For the Tölz Boys’ Choir, see 

separately in the booklet with 

details for Track 12 in disc No. 2,

pp. 119-121.
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Ayelet Amots – mezzo-soprano
Ayelet Amots completed her first degree and Artist’s Diploma with distinction 

at the Tel Aviv Academy of Music.  She has participated in master classes of, 

amongst others, Edith Matthis and Hilda Tsadek, and in the International Opera 

Workshop run by Joan Dornemann.  Recently she furthered her studies in New 

York and Berlin.  She has sung with the Israel Philharmonic, the Israel Chamber 

Orchestra, and the Raanana Symphonette, and participates in many chamber 

groups such as the “Meitar Ensemble”.  In opera productions she has sung 

the role of Dido in "Dido and Aeneas" and in June 2006 performed the role of 

Cornelia in "Julius Caesar" (Handel) with the Israel Opera Company.  

Merav Barnea – soprano
Born in Israel, Merav Barnea studied singing under Prof. Tamar Rachum at the 

Tel Aviv Academy of Music and received her Master’s Degree under Prof. Ingrid 

Figur at the Hochschule der Künste in Berlin.

In 1999 she won Berlin’s Paula Lindberg Salomon Competition for Contemporary 

Music as well as Germany’s Richard Wagner Award.  She also won a competition 

of Lieder composed by Holocaust victims.  With Berlin’s Philharmonic she sang 

Messiaen’s "Chants de terre et de ciel" and with the Jerusalem Symphony 

Orchestra, Berlioz’s "Les nuits d’ete".

Merav Barnea sings both dramatic and lyric opera roles.  With the Israel Opera 

she performed leading roles in "Die Fledermaus" and "The Merry Widow" and 

the role of Omega in the world premiere of Gil Shohat’s "Alpha and Omega".  Her 

repertoire includes many more leading roles, such as Nedda in "Pagliacci", The 

Woman in "La voix humaine", Elsa in "Lohengrin".
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Apart from opera, she performs contemporary music and oratorios, records for 

television and radio and gives Lieder recitals in Israel and Europe.  From the 

2006/7 season she joined the Opera House in Ulm, Germany, as leading dramatic 

singer.  After the September premiere of a new production of Alban Berg’s

"Wozzeck", critics acclaimed her performance as Marie. In the 2007/8 season 

she sang Tatiana in "Eugene Onegin"; during 2008/9, Elizabeth in "Tannhauser" 

and the title role in Puccini's "Tosca". During the summer of 2008 she presented 

an important concert of Richard Strauss' works at the Bayreuth Festival.

Etty Ben-Zaken – mezzo-soprano
Israeli vocalist, author and interdisciplinary artist Etty Ben-Zaken, won audiences’ 

and critics’ acclaim for her performances and recordings of contemporary 

works, some of which were written especially for her voice. Well-versed in the 

extended vocal techniques of 20th century music, she feels equally at home 

performing early music and folk repertoire from her Sephardic heritage. A unique 

Renaissance woman, she is an active performer and creator at the meeting 

points of music, theater and literature: two novels by her were published in 

Israel, and music-theater shows which she has staged, designed and performed 

took part in festivals in Israel and in the US. In 1999, her first album as a soloist 

– "Ladino Love Songs" - was released under the New Albion Records label. Etty 

Ben-Zaken is a faculty member of the Theater Department at Haifa University. 

Tanya Borisova – pianist
Born in the former USSR, Tanya Borisova began her musical studies in a Music 

High School in Kharkov, after which she completed the Leningrad Music Academy 
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as a pupil of Prof. Isser Slonim and went on to do her doctorate at the Gnessin 

State Academy in Moscow under Prof. Boris Berlin.  She taught piano at the 

Music Academy of Petrozavodesk where she appeared as a soloist in various 

chamber ensembles, in concerts and for recordings.  Since immigrating to Israel 

in 1980 she teaches piano at the Levinsky College of Music and at the Givatayim 

Conservatory. Borisova accompanies soloists in important competitions (Shapira, 

Claremont) and has continued to appear as soloist with chamber groups.

Costin Canellis-Olier – guitarist
Born in Rumania, Costin Canellis-Olier is a graduate of the Academy of Music 

in Bucharest.  He immigrated to Israel in 1978 and has since been active in 

musical life locally as performer and teacher.  He has performed widely in various 

chamber ensembles in Israel and abroad.  In 1988 he established the Neve Eliezer 

Conservatory, Tel Aviv, which he ran until his appointment as director of the Neve 

Eliezer Cultural Center.  Since 1981 he serves as a guitar teacher in the music 

department of the Levinsky College of Education.  In 2004 Canellis-Olier was 

appointed director of the Israel Conservatory of Music in Tel Aviv.

Hadas Gur – contralto
After studying singing with Mira Zakai, Miriam Melzer and Penny Davis, Israeli-

born Hadas Gur furthered her studies in England at the Royal Northern College 

of Music and the Guildhall School of Music and Drama.  She regularly appears 

with the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra, the Israel Chamber Orchestra and the 

Raanana Symphonette.  Recently she participated with members of the Israel 

Philharmonic in the performance of Israeli music in the Asiatic Composers’ League 
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Festival.  With the trio “Modus Vivendi” Gur toured Cyprus; in 2003 she was

invited by Helmuth Rilling to appear with the Gechinger Kantorei under his baton.

Orna Herzog – cellist
A graduate of Tel Aviv University’s Academy of Music, Orna Herzog studied the

cello with Tzvi Harel, Shmuel Magen, Marcel Bergman and David Sela.  She is a

recipient of the America-Israel Sharett Foundation Scholarship.  She has 

participated in master classes of Mikhail Khomitzer (Russia) and Michel Strauss 

(France).  Today a member of Haifa Symphony Orchestra, she appears as soloist 

in various chamber orchestras in Israel (Herzliya, Ramat Gan, Ramat Hasharon, 

Hadera) and teaches in different frameworks. 

During 1996-7 Orna Herzog studied Japanese music in Japan and attended 

meetings on subjects involving music and education in India.

The Israel Kibbutz Choir conducted by Ronen Borshevsky
The Israel Kibbutz Choir was established in 1955 by the composer and 

conductor Yehuda Sharett.  It consists of 50 singers, most of whom are 

members of kibbutzim.  They have performed with leading Israeli orchestras 

under conductors such as Zubin Mehta, James Levine, Daniel Barenboim, Georg 

Solti and Kurt Masur.  The choir has taken part in many “Europa Cantat” Festivals 

and has performed in most European countries as well as in the USA, Australia 

and New Zealand. 

The choir completed an important and fruitful period of 35 years under the 

baton of Avner Itai.  At the moment Ronen Borshevsky is their conductor.

Throughout the years, the choir has emphasized the performance of Jewish 

and Israeli music, producing 4 records and 3 CDs devoted to Israeli composers.
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Ronen Borshevsky – conductor
The Israeli conductor Ronen Borshevsky began his professional career by 

winning two prestigious international prizes for conducting: the Nicolai Malco 

Competition in Denmark and the competition in Tokyo where he was the 

youngest participant.  Since then he has conducted most of the leading Israeli 

orchestras, and abroad: the Danish Radio Orchestra, the Symphony Orchestra 

of Bochum (Germany), the Tokyo Philharmonic and the Tokyo Symphony, the 

Symphony Orchestras of Atlanta and of San Antonio, and the Belgian National 

Orchestra, amongst others.

In 1996, as the winner of the Koussevitsky Scholarship, Borshevsky was invited 

to Tanglewood Festival where he studied with some of today’s greatest 

conductors, continuing later with conductors Hans Graf (Vienna), Noam Sheriff 

and Mendi Rodan.  Today, besides serving as music director and conductor of 

the Israel Kibbutz Choir and the Jerusalem Oratorio Choir, Ronen Borshevky is 

principal conductor of the “Philharmonia Singers” in Israel.    

The Israel Sinfonietta Beer Sheva conducted by Doron Salomon
The Israel Sinfonietta Beer Sheva recently celebrated 35 years of activity, 

serving its community of music lovers in Beer Sheva and the Negev and 

becoming a world-renowned establishment.  The Sinfonietta creates and 

expands this region’s cultural and artistic base; it presents its concert series 

both in Beer Sheva and throughout the country.  Many believe that the 

Sinfonietta symbolizes and embodies Israel’s pioneering spirit with native Israeli 

and new and veteran immigrants coming together to create a sophisticated, 

professional orchestra. 
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In 1984 the Sinfonietta was recognized with an award by the Israel Ministry

of Culture and Education for its work in advancing the arts and aiding new 

immigrants; in 1995 the Israel Art and Culture Council presented it with a prize

for its excellent orchestral performances of Israeli music, and in 1998 it received

accolades from ‘Art for the People’ for introducing music to the country’s 

peripheral areas.  Above all, the Sinfonietta dedicates itself to the musical 

education of the members of the younger generation with its special concert 

series for youth in communities throughout the Negev.  In 2005 Maestro

Doron Salomon was nominated music director and principal conductor. He reached 

the Sinfonietta with a rich past as a distinguished conductor in Israel and 

Europe. (See here pp. 159-160).

Carolyn Grace James – mezzo-soprano
Carolyn Grace James was born in Iowa, USA, in 1962.  She holds a BA degree 

in music from the University of Arizona and a master’s degree from New York’s 

Julliard.  In 1991 she won the Metropolitan Competition and debuted at the 

Metropolitan under James Levine in the role of Donna Anna (Don Giovanni), a 

role that she also performed in Cologne under James Conlon, in Santa Fe, and at 

Vienna’s State Opera. 

Her many roles include Alice Ford in "Falstaff", the Countess in "The Marriage of 

Figaro", Ellen Orford in "Peter Grimes" under the baton of James Conlon, Aida in 

Montreal, in Cologne and at the Metropolitan, Amelia in "The Masked Ball" and 

Elektra in "Idomeneo".  With this role she made her debut at the Bastille Opera in 

Paris.  Carolyn Grace James divides her time between the States and Europe and 

currently lives in Cologne.
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The Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra Israel Broadcasting Authority
The Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra, IBA, was established in 1936.   As a radio 

orchestra, most of its concerts are recorded and broadcast on “Kol Hamusika” 

(The Voice of Music) from the orchestra’s home ground – the Henry Crown Hall of 

the Jerusalem Theater.

Since its establishment the orchestra has had six music directors: Mendi 

Rodan, Lukas Foss, Gary Bertini, Lawrence Foster and David Shalon.  Today Leon 

Botstein fills the position.

The orchestra’s repertoire covers a wide range of music from all periods of the 

past and present, including outstanding contemporary compositions, many of 

which are given their premieres in Israel.  Orchestral works are commissioned 

from Israeli composers as a matter of course.

Some of the greatest musicians in the world have been guests of the IBA: Arthur 

Rubinstein, Igor Markevitch, Otto Klemperer, Isaac Stern, Tabea Zimmerman, Yefim 

Bronfman, to mention only a few.  The liturgical series is produced in collaboration 

with the Israel Opera.  

The orchestra appears annually in the Israel Festival and is invited on tours 

throughout the world, playing in the most prestigious concert halls. 

Marina Levitt – soprano
Marina Levitt was born in Lvov, the Ukraine.  After completing her studies in 

piano and conducting, she immigrated to Israel and furthered her vocal studies 

at Tel Aviv University’s Rubin Academy of Music, while appearing as soloist with 

most of the Israeli orchestras.  She left for further studies in New York under 

Chloe Owen and was awarded a scholarship to study under Virginia Zeani in 
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Bloomington, Indiana.  There she won an additional scholarship with special 

honorable mention.  Marina Levitt appears as soloist with the Israel Opera and 

in various opera houses in the USA.  She sang with the Israel Philharmonic under 

Zubin Mehta and Kurt Masur.  She is a senior voice production teacher at the 

Academy of Music, Jerusalem.

Rebecca Miller – conductor
Born in California, Rebecca Miller studied piano at the Oberlin Conservatory and 

conducting at Northwestern University School of Music (Chicago).

Cited as one of ‘Four at the Forefront’ in "The Guardian’s" recent article on 

women conductors, Miller has been repeatedly praised for her “new insights 

into old works”, her innovative programming, and her broad-ranging repertoire.  

Recently a prizewinner at the Leeds Conducting Competition (UK), she was 

appointed as the American Conducting Fellow at the Houston Symphony in 

November 2005.  Previously, she was assistant conductor with the Jerusalem 

Symphony Orchestra and assistant conductor at the Bard Festival in New York; 

recent guest engagements in the UK include Canterbury’s Sounds New Festival 

and the Royal Academy of Music, amongst others, and in Korea, with the New 

Asian Ensemble at the Seoul Arts Centre.

Miller is also artistic director of The New Professionals Orchestra in London. 

Na’ama Nazrati – soprano
Na’ama Nazrati holds a first degree in orchestral conducting from the Jerusalem 

Academy of Music where she is currently completing an additional degree in 

singing.  A few years ago she established the vocal quartet “Thalmus” – focusing 
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on a-cappella music – with which she appears throughout Israel. 

Recently she performed a number of works by Tsippi Fleischer: the song-cycle 

Lead Life in the version for voice and instrumental ensemble at Mishkenot 

Shaananim Music Center, Jerusalem, March 2006, as well as Mein Volk (this was 

the work’s third performance; its second performance, by Roxana Rog-Nalgis, 

is included in this album in CD No.1, Track 10.  The premiere performance, by 

Dietburg Spohr of Frankfurt, appears in the disc Around the World with Tsippi 
Fleischer, Vienna Modern Masters, Cat. No. 2023, Track 23).

Irina Poliakov – pianist
Born in Arkhangelsk, the former USSR, Irina Poliakov graduated from the 

Academy of Music in Leningrad as a solo pianist trained for chamber music, as 

an accompanist and pedagogue.  She worked as principal pianist in the Opera 

and Ballet House in Ural after completing her studies and until she immigrated 

to Israel in 1991, appearing as soloist in chamber music and in symphonic 

concerts.  After immigrating to Israel Irina Poliakov participated in opera 

projects in Beersheba, Haifa and Ashdod.  Today she serves as rehearsal pianist 

of the Israel Opera Studio, the Performing Arts Center in Tel Aviv.

Roxana Rog-Nalgis – soprano
At the age of 19 Roxana Rog-Nalgis won an international competition at a 

meeting of “Jeunesses Musicales” in Namur, Belgium.  Since then she has 

continued to appear in Europe under the baton of John Frieder Bernius, Ward 

Swingle and Bernard Shaw.  In Israel she sings with the “Caprizma Ensemble”, the 

“Musica Nova Consort”, as well as with the “New Vocal Ensemble” conducted by 
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Yuval Ben-Ozer.  She has also joined the “Philharmonia Singers” – Israel Opera’s 

chorus – and the “Troubadour” vocal quintet.  Rog-Nalgis sang the principal role 

in the opera "The Judgement of Paris" by John Waldon and was soloist in the first 

concert of the “Israel Women Composers’ Forum” (Tel Aviv Museum, 2000).

Doron Salomon – conductor
Conductor Doron Salomon started out as a classical guitarist.  Having completed 

his guitar and conducting studies with distinction at the Royal College of Music, 

London, he furthered his studies with Franco Ferrara and Leonard Bernstein.  

After winning First Prize in the Besançon Conducting Competition, he conducted 

a wide range of orchestras on the international scene such as: the Philharmonic 

of Helsinki, the Bamberg Symphony, Palermo Opera, and Berlin Radio Orchestra.  

He served as music director of orchestras such as Gavleborgs – Sweden, the 

Kibbutz Chamber Orchestra, “Musica Nova Consort”, and the Philharmonic 

Orchestras of Macedonia and of Vogtland, Germany.  Today Doron Salomon is 

music director and principal conductor of the Israel Symphonietta, Beersheva, 

and the Holon Stage Orchestra.

Dalia Schaechter – mezzo-soprano
Israeli-born mezzo-soprano Dalia Schaechter has been a permanent member of 

the artistic ensembles of the Cologne Opera House since 1995.  She has won much

critical acclaim for her appearances in this framework.  Her European debut 

took place at the Vienna State Opera; in 1991 she made her first appearance 

in Carnegie Hall under the direction of Daniel Barenboim and in the same year, 

appeared as Margret in "Wozzeck" in Israel.  In 1992 she appeared under Sir 
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Georg Solti in Richard Strauss’ "Die Frau ohne Schatten".  She has since sung in 

many other important opera houses and has added a great variety of operatic 

roles to her repertoire, such as: Kundry in "Parsifal", Emilia in "Otello", one of the 

Valkyries in the Bayreuth Festival, Amneris in "Aida", and Fata Morgana in "The 

Love of Three Oranges".

Ala (Rosalia) Sheposhnikov – pianist
A senior member of the music department of the Levinsky College of Education, 

Tel Aviv, Ala Sheposhnikov teaches piano and chamber music.  She graduated 

from the Gnessin State Academy of Music in Moscow.  Since immigrating to Israel 

in 1979 from Kishinev, Moldava, she has appeared as soloist, vocal accompanist 

and a member of various chamber ensembles.  Her musical activities include 

participation in various ensembles: the “Livne Trio”, duo pianists with Tanya 

Borisova, the Tel Aviv Chamber Ensemble and the “Dafna Quartet”.  She 

participated in festivals overseas with members of the Rishon LeZion Orchestra 

in the “Piano Quartet” framework.  Sheposhnikov performs contemporary Israeli 

music and appears in concert series in the auditorium of the Levinsky College of 

Music, Tel Aviv.

Doron Tavori – actor-singer
Doron Tavori was born in Haifa and began his stage career as a member of an 

Israel Defense Force entertainment troupe.  He took his first steps in theater 

with the young Beersheva Theatre in the musical Alei Kinor (after Shalom 

Aleichem) by Tsippi Fleischer (1975).

For the past 30 years he has starred in many different roles of the world 

theatrical repertoire: Aeschylus’ "Oresteia Trilogy", "Le Cid" by Corneille, Chekhov’s 
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"The Seagull" and "Uncle Vanya", Shakespeare’s "Hamlet", for example.  He 

performed Tsippi Fleischer’s contemporary music for the first time in 1999 

when he sang and recorded her computerized oratorio At the End of the Ways 

after lyrics by Uri Zvi Grinberg, which appears in this album.  He also translates 

plays for the Hebrew stage.

Tavori has recently returned to the stage as an actor-singer.  He performed 

the role of Cain in Tsippi Fleischer’s Cain and Abel (world premiere recording, 

2001).  His close collaboration with the theater composer Dori Parnes has 

resulted in two one-man shows, one to texts by Lea Goldberg and the other to 

poems by Lorca.

The Tel Aviv Soloists Ensemble with conductor Barak Tal
Performers of Tsippi Fleischer’s Fibonacci Dance in the world premiere 

recording, 28-30 June 2005:

Violin I: Hadas Fabrikant

Violin II: Tali Goldberg

Violin III: Rachel Ringelstein-Tal

Viola I: Guy Ben-Ziony

Viola II: Gilad Hildesheim

Cello: Jonathan Gotlibovich

Double bass: Rinat Avisar

Flute I: Anat Thieberger-Ben-Haim

Flute II: Ela Haikin

Oboe: Tamar Inbar
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Clarinet: Orit Orbach

Bassoon: Elinoy Yogev

Trumpet: Yuval Shapiro

Tuba: Eyal Cohen

Percussion: Amir Lavie, Mark Moshayev

The Tel Aviv Soloists Ensemble was founded in 2001 by conductor Barak Tal, the 

Ensemble’s current music director, and comprises 25 of Israel’s finest young 

musicians – players in leading Israeli chamber groups, young soloists and 

competition prizewinners.  

The Ensemble was formed out of the desire to create a young Israeli 

professional chamber group of the highest standard, to promote outstanding 

young Israeli soloists and to perform works by Israeli composers.  It is today 

recognized as a vibrant, fresh voice in Israeli classical music; both audiences 

and critics have received its concerts enthusiastically.

The Ensemble has performed in public concerts throughout Israel, in festivals 

and in live radio broadcasts and made its Carnegie Hall debut in 2003 in a gala 

concert organized and sponsored by the America-Israel Cultural Foundation.  It 

maintains subscription concert series in Tel Aviv and Haifa and has performed 

with internationally renowned artists such as Maxim Vengerov, Ida Haendel, 

Giora Feidman, Tabea Zimmerman and Natalia Gutman.  

Barak Tal – conductor
Born in Haifa, 1975, Barak Tal is the founder and music director of the Tel Aviv 

Soloists Ensemble.  He is also the principal guest conductor of the Young Israel 

Philharmonic Orchestra.  He was assistant conductor of the Haifa Symphony 
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(2002-2003) and artistic director of the Haifa Youth Symphony Orchestra 

(2002-2003).  Tal studied the violin with Robert Canetti, Ora Shiran and Irina 

Svetlova and graduated from Jerusalem’s Rubin Academy of Music, where he 

studied conducting with Evgeny Zirlin.  He attended master classes in Europe 

with conductors Neeme Jarvi, Jorma Panula, Zsolt Nagy and Lorin Maazel and in 

Israel studied with Prof. Mendi Rodan. 

Barak Tal’s conducting experience has taken him to orchestras such as Parnu 

Symphony, Estonia and Cracow Sinfonietta, Poland.

The Choir of the Thelma Yellin High School for the Arts –   
Givatayim conducted by Yishai Steckler
The choir is 50-member strong, made up of singers from grades 8 – 12 in the 

school’s music department.  A small percentage of its members study singing 

as principle or secondary subject whereas most play some instrument.  The 

conductor in recent years is Yishai Steckler; Miri Zamir-Capsouto is head of the 

school’s music department.  Rehearsals take place once a week during school 

hours and participation is part of the study course and of examinations in the 

music department.  During the year the choir appears in various events and in 

concerts at workshops as well as in special projects; the young choir members 

are given a rare opportunity for all – especially pianists – to be part of a big 

group of music-makers.  According to Ms. Zamir-Capsouto: “Singing in a choir 

results in an amazing improvement in sight-reading in the higher classes.  The 

choir members also become accustomed to appearing on a stage – something 

that is self-evident in later years when they perform in public both in Israel 

and abroad”.
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Yishai Steckler – conductor
Born in Israel in 1973, Yishai Steckler graduated from the Thelma Yellin High 
School in the music department.  In the army he served as an outstanding 
musician.  He studied singing and conducting at the Tel Aviv Academy of Music, 
and furthered his conducting studies at the Royal College of Music in London.  
From 2001 – 2004 he served as house conductor and choir conductor of the 
Israel Opera where he also conducted a number of operas.  Recently he has 
returned to conduct at the Israel Opera once more.
Steckler has conducted most of the leading Israeli orchestras including the 
Israel Philharmonic.  

Yahli Toren – soprano
Yahli Toren gained her first degree from the Rubin Academy of Music in 
Jerusalem; her second, from Berlin’s Hochschule für Musik.  She furthered 
her vocal studies with Vera Rozsa, Edith Matthis, Nigel Rogers and Mira Zakai, 
attending master classes at the Music Center of Mishkenot Shaananim in 
Jerusalem and the Metropolitan Opera Workshop (Tel Aviv).  
She appeared in Purcell’s opera "Dido and Aeneas"; with the flautist Michael 
Melzer, Yahli sang in programs of ancient music in Israel and in Berlin, and 
with the Kibbutz Artzi Choir conducted by Yuval Ben-Ozer, she was a soloist in 
Vivaldi’s "Magnificat".
She has recorded a CD of Ladino songs arranged for voice and saxophone.  
Having mastered a large variety of vocal techniques, she has recently moved 
on to many different styles and to collaboration with artists in various 
fields.  She has also developed a unique method of teaching voice production, 
combining movement, voice, and imagery.  
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Axel Wolf – guitarist and lutenist
Axel Wolf studied with Hans Michael Koch and Rolf Lislevand.  As a member of 
the ensemble “La Sfondrata” he was a prizewinner at the 1992 International 
Competition for Early Music Ensembles in Utrecht, the Netherlands.
In the course of his concert career he has made appearances at international 
festivals in Boston, Bruges, Prague, amongst others, as well as in Rome, Tokyo, 
New York and Tel Aviv as soloist or member of well-known ensembles such as 
“Ars Antiqua Austria” and the “Gabrielli Consort and Players” of London.  He 
appears frequently as guest artist at the Bavarian State Opera in Munich.  
From 1986-2003 he taught at the Hochschule für Musik und Theater in 
Hanover, Germany.
Wolf’s first solo CD includes works for lute and theorbo by Alessandro Piccinini; 
another solo disc concentrates on the lute music of J.S. Bach. 


